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Dear reader,

When writing this I had just visited the Dutch Design 

Week. This is a nine-day festival in Eindhoven, with 

over 2600 national and international designers – 

well known, experienced and fresh out of school 

– and students, featuring their work at 100 different 

locations. There are exhibitions, lectures, networking 

and experience events, workshops and festivities for 

everyone who has design and creativity on their mind. 

It’s a feast to see so many like-minded people. These 

are the people for and with whom we make our books. 

We try to put together a list with subjects that are 

relevant, informative, cutting edge and contemporary, 

and which will also broaden your scope.

Our authors write about topics that activate people 

worldwide to rethink their perspective or approach. 

We thank them for inspiring us, for giving us food for 

thought!

In Food Futures, food designer Chloé Rutzerveld 

questions and explores new food production technol-

ogies and translates multidisciplinary research into 

future food scenarios. Reading this book will radically 

alter your ideas about consuming and producing food.

In an ideal world our food system should not only 

be circular, but we should also rethink our products. 

Products that Last offers an innovative and practical 

methodology to unravel a product’s afterlife and sys-

tematically evaluate it for new opportunities.

When designing and developing not only products but 

also services, many people co-create. This can only 

be successful when it’s based on an equal coopera-

tion. The Innovation Matrix helps you to simplify and 

structure innovation management and strategy, by 

using IP as a tool to define a strategy and manage the 

innovation.

Looking within organisations, we also see a revolution 

manifesting. Holacracy, the Spotify model, multidimen-

sional organising, etc. How does this affect human 

resource management, the changing role of middle 

management, planning, control and self-organisation? 

The Organizational Revolution is the first complete 

overview of new organisational forms, how to design 

them and how to implement them.

Information technology enables better communication 

in organisations and it also changes the landscape 

of digital communication. 26 Innovations in Digital 

Communication provides an overview of all major 

media innovations that are not hypes, but that were 

implemented to achieve permanent changes in media 

and communication.

Work and play are very much intertwined in our lives 

these days. We are happier when we are more cre-

ative but are we more creative when we are happy? 

It turns out that it is not the type of emotion, but the 

intensity with which we experience it, that is the real 

driver of our creativity. So how can we cultivate our 

creativity to live a more emotionally rewarding life? 

Connecting will help you to find the answer to this 

question.

The Empathy Game takes you beyond small talk with 

colleagues, friends, family and even strangers! It is a 

game that encourages people to share and listen by 

exploring each other’s memories, assumptions and 

imagination. The human mind predicts and assumes 

to make sense of the world, and to understand people. 

There’s often more to discover than we assume to 

know.

We have so many other smart, great, helpful, funny, 

interesting, in-depth and beautiful books on our list. 

The above is just a sneak preview – for all our (new) 

titles, please read on or browse www.bispublishers.

com for the comprehensive overview.

Don’t forget to stay connected via our social networks 

– like, share and spread the word! As always, if you 

have a good idea for a new project, don’t hesitate to 

contact us. We would love to hear from you!

The BIS Publishers team,

Bionda Dias

Bionda@bispublishers.com
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Creative Chef 
page 53

• Questions and explores new food  
production technologies 

• Beautifully illustrated and full of  
cutting edge imagery 

• Author gives lectures and is a keynote  
speaker on events worldwide 

Author 
Chloé Rutzerveld is a critical food designer. 
After she graduated Cum Laude for the Bach-
elor of Science in 2014 at the TU Eindhoven, 
she founded her food design studio. Since 
2016 Chloé has been teaching food design 
and has had the pleasure of giving lectures all 
over the world; a TEDx presentation in  
Calgary, Canada in 2015 followed by the 
Global Innovation Conference in Beijing. 

Info
January 2019 
120 pages 
23 x 19 cm 
paperback with flaps  
€ 24.00 
978 90 6369 517 0 

Food Futures 
How Design and Technology  
can Reshape our Food System

By Chloé Rutzerveld

Food Futures will radically alter your ideas about consum-
ing and producing food. Food designer Chloé Rutzerveld 
questions and explores new food production technologies 
and translates multidisciplinary research into future food 
scenarios. This book explains her thoughts, process and 
work, which is often described as provocative, cheeky and 
playful - inspiring and involving consumers in the discus-
sion about potential food futures.

Follow the conceptualisation of completely edible, ‘mini 
vegetable gardens’ with crispy plants and mushrooms, 
that become a full meal after being printed by a 3D printer. 
Engage in a quest for a new eating system in which we 
digest 100% of the nutrients we take in (instead of the 
current 75%) by breeding bacteria that are harvested into 
capsules (that also look, taste and smell good). Or get 
cooking yourself with the recipe for a healthy, typically 
Dutch ‘stroopwafel’ - a recipe derived from her project 
STROOOP! in which she dives into the natural sweetness 
of root vegetables.

Related

New titlesNew titles
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Related

The Digital Metrics 
Field Guide, page 41

• Extensive overview of all major  
media innovations 

• Exploring the current and future  
mediascape 

• Providing information on how to apply 
these innovations 

• “Science  and  practice  need  each   
other  to  grow.  This  book  brings  both  
perspectives  together  and  gives  you  an  
allround  scope  of  relevant  innovations”.   
-  Bob  Cialdini 

Author 
Dr. Paul E. Ketelaar is a senior assistant 
professor in Communication at the Behav-
ioural Science Institute (BSI), department of 
Communication and Media, at the Radboud 
University of Nijmegen, the Netherlands. 
Sanne Demir works as a brand and commu-
nication strategist at one of Netherlands’ top 
advertising agencies, N=5, in Amsterdam. 
Jan Aarts works as a researcher at DVJ 
Insights, a research agency in Utrecht.  

Info 
June 2019
208 pages 
25 x 20 cm 
paperback | € 34.00  
978 90 6369 518 7 

26 Innovations in Digital 
Communication
Move beyond speculations  
and Master Mediated  
Communication

By Paul Ketelaar, Sanne Demir & Jan Aarts

26 Innovations in Digital Communication describes,  
criticises and evaluates 26 digital innovations that are used 
in media and communication. Innovations that are not 
hypes, but that were implemented to achieve permanent 
changes in media and communication. The innovations are 
supported by testimonials of professionals in the  
field and the scientific foundation of their mechanism of 
action. The impact and professional, scientific and social  
challenges that accompany these innovations these  
innovations are discussed.  

Reading this book will render deep insights into how innova-
tive digital media can be used to influence buying behaviour 
and decision making. This book answers questions such as 
“How do I create a strong brand story?”, “How can we use 
VR in our communication?”, “How do consumers process 
emotional stories?” and “Is persuasion profiling unethical?”. 
The answers to these questions are not only based on the 
authors’ knowledge and research, but each innovation is 
also discussed by top experts on that specific innovation.

New titlesNew titles
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SOCIAL VIRTUAL REALITY –  
UNDERSTANDING THE POWER OF  
VIRTUAL PLACES AND BODIES FOR  
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

As virtual and mixed reality technologies are increasingly being utilized for im-

mersive storytelling, marketing, and entertainment, organizations are likewise 

attempting to identify how to best utilize these environments to build online com-

munities. Although many people think of VR for gaming and entertainment, so-

cial virtual worlds also offer a vibrant and effective platform for building commu-

nity, especially for globally dispersed populations or among individuals who may 

be limited by mobility. Consider, for example, the potential of social virtual worlds 

for people with disabilities or who are immune compromised, who are often una-

ble to work or be socially active in the physical world. Two features of social virtual 

worlds that make this especially effective emerge through the sense of presence. 

When individuals feel physically present and able to interact in and with a space 

as well as embodied through the user’s avatar that can also interact with other 

avatars, the sense of engagement and connection is also elevated.

One example of this use of VR is in the exploration of disability communities in 

3D platforms that exist as screen-based virtual reality but are also important to 

the evolution of social virtual worlds optimized for headsets. Second Life (secon-

dlife.com), a social virtual world that went online in 2004, is home to more than a 

half million active users worldwide. Among these “residents” are people with dis-

abilities (PWD). These individuals can choose how to represent themselves in the 

virtual world where a wheelchair-bound person can create an avatar body that may 

or may not include a wheelchair. In a virtual world, where most communication is 

text-based, the deaf person can communicate with all people, where in the phys-

ical world they have so often been left out of communities when sign language is 

By Donna Davis

https://www.linkedin.com/in/donnazdavis/

not readily available and communication is difficult. In these worlds, their identi-

ty is tied to a body they choose and by the actions they take, where they have so of-

ten been marginalized in the physical world in a culture that does not understand 

or rejects these individuals and/or their appearance. Stories of a community of 

such individuals are documented in the film Our Digital Selves. 

This example also has important implications for the future of health commu-

nication. Research consistently reveals a sense of safety, security, and a resulting 

willingness to share insights about their conditions that they would often not 

share in any other setting, online or offline. In a virtual world, individuals are able 

to build communities of support that healthcare providers may want to consider 

for reaching vulnerable and often inaccessible populations. Such is the case with a 

Parkinson’s support community that has been meeting in the virtual world since 

2011. This community was founded by an 84-year-old woman with Parkinson’s 

disease who immediately felt benefits through the playful social activities she 

was able to enjoy in the virtual world. The story of Fran Serenade (as she is known 

in Second Life) has been well documented. As telehealth continues to experience 

rapid growth and adoption, social virtual worlds provide a viable and eminently 

more engaging alternative to the typical webcam or text platforms currently uti-

lized. Other examples of the sense of presence in VR as used in healthcare can be 

seen in a 2018 commercial showing the power of the mind for an amputee learn-

ing to walk with a prosthetic.Similarly, VR is being used very effectively in working 

with burn victims and physical therapy. 

Technological transformation including VR is also raising critical questions re-

garding the future of work as automation and virtual and augmented reality are 

changing the nature of jobs, of the workplace and of the labor force. Consider both 

the challenges and the opportunities to build alternative work opportunities for 

disabled people who are often not given access to work due to their disability. As 

technology continues to improve speech to text, text to speech, and eye-tracking, 

new work and research opportunities will continue to emerge people who repre-

sent many types of disabilities. And, once again, human resources professionals 

will be watching closely as the focus on equity and inclusion means the inclusion 
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“Just imagine you are a totally unexperienced skier and you are stand-

ing in the shoes of a professional skier. You ski down the slopes of the 

Mont-Blanc. The 360-goggles allow you magnificent views of the Alps all 

around you. When you ski over a bump, you feel it in your guts. Your feet 

and body move reflexively at full speed, touching swiftly upon the curves 

of the mountain. You become totally absorbed in the adventure, as if you 

are a true professional skier and are really there. In reality ... you take 

off your 360-goggles. You are standing in your living room, making your 

family laugh about the silly moves you make.”

The distinctive feature of virtual reality (VR) is its realistic experience. Technical-

ly, an image of the real world is replaced by an image of a virtual world. Because 

you can view this virtual world with VR-goggles in 360 degrees it looks real, and 

you get absorbed in it. Due to its ability to create a more ‘realistic’ experience in an 

imaginary world in which people feel physically present, VR can be positioned as 

differing from other media. The little brother of virtual reality, augmented reality 

(see chapter 15), differs from virtual reality in that it adds a layer to the existing 

world, not totally replacing it by an imaginary world as in VR. 

What makes VR unique for its users are the possibilities it offers in terms of inter-

action and control. The interaction dimension refers to the possibility for people 

to explore, navigate through and participate in virtual environments. The control 

dimension points to the possibility for people to regulate real-time interaction 

within the virtual environment, to look around and decide for themselves what, 

when, where and how often to look at something. Ironically, this means less con-

trol for senders over the outcome of the interaction. For instance, spectators can 

freely move through a 360 movie while the filmmaker wonders how they will di-

gest the narrative, possibly harming spectators’ comprehension of how a story un-

folds. On the other hand this offers creators much more opportunities to think of 

a challenging plot that draws the attention of the public.
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VR gradually develops from a ‘one-to-one’ medium with people isolating them-

selves when they put on their VR-goggles, towards a ‘one-to-many’ medium. It is 

possible to share content and socially interact with others within a virtual envi-

ronment, such as in multiplayer VR games and social VR platforms such as Sec-

ond Life.

  VIRTUAL REALITY IN PRACTICE

Each year the same question is asked: when does VR break through? The right an-

swer is: it already has, years ago, but more in niches and not for public in general. 

In the beginning VR was only interesting for the happy few, because VR devices 

were very expensive and unpractical needing heavy-duty computers. Nowadays VR 

is available for anyone, using inexpensive devices such as Google Cardboard and 

cheap goggles in combination with their smartphones, and a less demanding and 

affordable, computer. The offer of 360 - vids on YouTube is rising. Several games 

are developed for VR-devices at rapid pace. 

VR has been applied first as an innovative instrument in education, healthcare, 

recruitment, conferences, and later in marketing such as in the tourism industry. 

Because VR is a unique medium, new types of content are being developed, tai-

lor-made for VR. The opportunities of VR within learning/training environments 

are vast. Education establishments use VR to engage their students. Instead of ex-

plaining stories or scenarios, students can experience them in VR. For instance 

when students have to learn how to behave customer friendly, they can practice 

these skills in VR with avatars as customers. And VR is used for physical and men-

tal training of pilots and engineers. 

Healthcare has embraced VR already for decades. VR helps doctors to visualize oper-

ational procedures to mimic realistic medical training experiences and helps people 

to cure their anxiety syndromes such as fear for spiders, heights and public speak-

ing. The recruitment business uses VR to assess whether candidates are suited for 

jobs by confronting them with virtual situations and see how they react. Conference 

meetings with participants from all over the world take place in virtual reality, with 

the participants being in the same virtual room, sitting at the same virtual table.
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For many innovations marketing is always the precursor. However, in VR market-

ing is somewhat lurking behind. Most companies are still in a waiting mode and 

want to be sure that VR can be used as an efficient marketing tool. A considera-

tion for marketers are the high costs involved in making VR-campaigns and the 

insecure return on investment. Reach might be low because VR goggles, even the 

cheap ones, are not commonplace yet. In theory, VR may bring people in touch 

with brands in an original way, but the question is how. VR has already been used 

in retail (i.e. Coca cola), in real estate to show properties (i.e. Matterport) and the 

car industry to give product demonstrations (i.e. Hyunday, Lexus, Nissan and Vol-

vo) and to intensify story telling (i.e. Elle magazine). In the traveling branche (i.e. 

Quantas and Marriot hotels) VR makes you experience your holiday before you 

book it, because the inside and outside views of the hotel rooms give you the feel-

ing that you already reached and are enjoying your holiday destination. The popu-

larity of VR in marketing is on the rise as communication campaigns using VR get 

awards in prestigious contests such as the annual Digital Communication Awards 

(DCA) and Cannes Lions Innovations Conference.

  SCIENTIFIC EXPLANATION

In order to establish whether VR has an added value, academic research compares 

experiences in virtual worlds with experiences generated via traditional media. 

But what should we measure? On the one hand, we can argue that for the sake of 

comparability it is best to choose an experience measurement that ‘fits’ all media, 

leading to generic dimensions related to emotions and evaluation. On the other 

hand, it might be better to measure types of experiences that best fit the specif-

ic medium of VR. This makes it difficult to find the right angle for academic re-

search. 

The dimension that is most often measured in VR related research is immersion. 

We do not often encounter this dimension in studies of print experiences, or in 

the comparison of brand experiences. Immersion is defined as a psychological 

state in which virtual objects are experienced as if they are real, giving the illusion 

of presence and making the virtuality unnoticed.
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VIRTUAL REALITY

Virtual reality simulates an environment 
which causes feelings of being immersed 

in an experience.
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• Authors won the Best Paper Award for a 
paper on this subject at the IACCM 2016. 

• Authors have a good presence in space and 
high-technology industries. 

• Strong gift book potential for 
organisations. 

Author 
Deepika Jeyakodi has been a Commercial 
& Contracts Officer since 2015. Mirjam Ros  
has twenty years of experience in the aero-
space industry, oil & gas and R&D. Deepika  
and  Mirjam won the Best Paper Award at 
the IACCM Academic Forum in San Diego  
in 2016 for their paper titled: Strategizing IP  
in Open Innovation. 

Info 
January 2019
136 pages
17 x 20 cm 
paperback with flaps 
€ 29.90  
978 90 6369 520 0

The Innovation Matrix
Three Moves to Design a  
Winning Strategy for  
Innovation and Intellectual 
Property

By Mirjam E. Ros & Deepika Jeyakodi

The present-day business world is competitive, complex, 
and interconnected. Organisations must innovate to sur-
vive. To succeed, many now co-create with others outside 
their own organisation. In innovating jointly, organisations 
struggle with questions on how to capitalise on bright 
ideas, how to capture value in a co-created innovation, 
and how to manage the innovation process itself.

The Innovation Matrix simplifies and structures innovation 
management and strategy. Intellectual property, which 
is at the core of every innovation, is urged to be used as 
a tool to define a strategy and manage the innovation. 
Through three key steps (Think-Strategise-Act), you build 
an Innovation and IP Strategy. 

Under Think, you will judge what your organisation is, 
has, or needs for its innovation ambitions. In Strategise, 
an Innovation and IP Matrix presents possible strategies 
and it helps with finding an approach towards innovation 
partners, capturing the value of innovation and protecting 
the IP. In Act, you will go about implementing the strategy: 
work your ecosystem, practise clever contracting and the 
right innovation attitude. 

New titlesNew titles
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nexT uP

thiNksummary 
The analysis of these six building blocks help you lay a foundation 
for an innovation and IP strategy for your organization:

1.   Interests  Perspective of the owner, developer or user /Joint, 
party-specific or conflicting interests / Commercial, technical 
and legal interests

2.   Contribution  Past or future investments (cash, in-kind, facilities, 
etc.) / Value of IP and know-how brought in / Channel to the 
market and networks

3.    Technology  Technology life cycle / Generic or specific tech-
nology / Segregability 

4.   Business model  Technology as a business model / Core vs.  
non-core business innovation

5.   Industry  Pace of innovation / Distribution of knowledge / 
Distribution of IP

6.   Organization  Size / Position in ecosystem and value chain  / 
Innovation speed / Innovation attitude and culture / Life cycle

With the input you have gathered in this chapter, you can  
proceed to MOVE 2 STRATEGIZE where you can decide what innovation 
model and IP approach you can apply to your case. OR...  CHECK OUT 
THE INFLUENCERS OF THE INNOVATION PROCESS IN THE NEXT SECTION.  strategiZe

Wait!  
Where do  
things go 
Wrong?

While building an innovation and iP strategy is imperative, you cannot jump 
right into it without having a feeling for the approach you must take towards  
it in the present-day world. to know how to do things right, one must also 
know where things go wrong and how to overcome them. the following three 
influencers must be taken into account as they will shape your approach. 

Underestimating 
these three influencers 

would cost your organization 
dearly! Effective strategies can  

be built and implemented by 
addressing, or at least starting to 

consider these three aspects  
at an early stage of the  

innovation process.

think THE INNOVATION MATRIX 49

InnovatIon
the sum of all steps 
and processes involved 
in turning an idea or a 
concept into a product, 
service, or experience, 
which is of value from a 
business or a customer 
perspective.

T
he War of Currents between George Westinghouse (Nikola Tesla’s 
employer) and Thomas Alva Edison from the late 1800s is a series 
of events that can inspire innovators today on how to capture the 
value of their innovation. Westinghouse was an ‘open’ innovator 
of the time, who capitalized on smart business strategies to bring 

life to his inventions or just support genius innovators. It seems like he 
was always ‘looking outside’ for inspiration, in the new inventions of 
his time, which could be combined together and applied for his business 
and public use. One of his best strategies was to not only acquire some 
of Nikola Tesla’s patents but also employing him, paving the way for a 
winning joint collaboration. Westinghouse’s innovation strategy gave 
him a definitive edge over Edison, a defensive multi-patent holder, in 
the electrification of America. A great innovation alone cannot be a 
winner. The right strategy needs to be employed to capture the value 
and reap the benefits of a great innovation. What is more interesting 
is that, with a great strategy even a simple innovation can shine. 

THE EVOLUTION OF INNOVATION 

Intellectual Property is at the core of all innovation. As it was back 
in 500 BCE, when the Government of the Greek state of Sybaris 
offered one year’s patent “to all who should discover any new re-
finement in luxury1.” Since then, Intellectual Property laws evolved 
as a way to grant an exclusive right or even monopoly right to the 
owner of an idea. Innovation would occur behind closed walls, ideas 
would be generated by chosen experts, and any knowledge or 
technique so generated would be closely guarded. 

This chapter explores innovation  in its changing habitat, the  
increasing tendency to innovating openly and the possibility to 
use intellectual property (IP) not just as an asset, but also as a tool.  
It gets into the importance of having an innovation strategy that  
includes components of IP.

Definition

        Why 
inteLLEctuaL  
 PRoPERtY 
  is key 
     to managing  
 innovation

introductIon
PaRt 1

THE INNOVATION MATRIX introduction introduction THE INNOVATION MATRIX 16 17

Legal 
design 

thinking
Learn to design processes 

and contracts that support 
your team. 

PAGE XX 

the 
pLatforM 

businesS model
The new way to do 

business and innovation.
PAGE XX

Wait!
Have you 

considered these meta 
influencers in the 

present-day world? 
PAGE XX

think
We have identified 6 

business savvy building 
blocks to help you ana-
lyze your business and 
ecosystem in a struc-

tured way. 
PAGE XX

strategize
In the innovation and IP 
matrix you find  9 strat-

egies that will enable 
you to capture the value 
of your innovation in the 

best possible way. 
PAGE XX

act
You now have a draft 

game plan for your 
innovation case. 

These 3 upcycled tools 
help you implement 

your strategy. 
PAG PAGE XX

ho
w t

o r
ead 

this book
Creating ideas jointly is relatively simple, but to capture the value 
individually is often very complicated. You need a solid strategy to 
hold on to. In three steps we enable you to construct an innovation 
strategy from an intellectual property perspective. This will equip 
you to successfully manage innovation in a complex and competitive 
business world. 

THINK – STRATEGIZE – ACT 

The core of this book is organized in three crucial moves: think, 
strategize and act. With these moves you can construct your strat-
egy on both innovation and IP, but they are also useful for decisions 
on partner selection, creating ideas jointly, building your business 
model, or discussing IP. Depending on your time, knowledge and 
background you can leap straight into move 1 (think) or first immerse 
yourself in the basics (introduction) to kickstart your thinking.

To make the book as hands-on as possible we added plenty ex-
amples, tips, checklists and business cases based on the innovation 
landscape as we know it. Throughout the book we have also added 
lines of thinking in blue to help you put the model into practice. We 
call these ‘bringing IP into play’. 

This map will help you navigate our book in the manner that best suits you. Feel 
free to jump straight into the framework or start at the very beginning.  

introduction 
Innovation in its changing habitat, 
the need for open innovation and 

the use of IP as a tool. 

fraMeWork moves 1-2-3

underStanding 
innovation & ip

Why IP is key to managing innova-
tion. PAGE XX

you need
a strategy

How to fit IP into your innovation 
strategy.  PAGE XX

start 
Here

or
start 
Here

move
1

move
2

play 
We have created 3 

cases, in which you can 
apply o  ur framework. 

Please find our consid-
erations that help you 
go through them as an 

exercise. PAGE XX

move
2

Ideally this strategy 
should cove these three 

moves, although the 
process can be iterative.

these templates are 
useful in dIfferent

stages of the 
contracting process

PAGE 
XX

Needs & 
contributions 

matrix

PAGE 
XX

Building block 
analysis

PAGE 
XX

Wedding cake 
model brain-

storm

PAGE 
XX

Term sheet 
innovation & IP 

strategy

templates
Use these templates to 
support your thinking.
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consumeRs pRoDuCeRs

EXPLORING THE PLATFORM BUSINESS MODEL

Contrary to the pipeline model where there is a singular target group 
to whom products/services are directed, the platform business 
model has two or more sides, where it connects creators, consumers, 
contributors and sometimes even more parties. The platform taps 
into and works within an ecosystem to enable an exchange. Although 
the platform has its core value in the technology or software that 
enables this exchange, it should not be considered merely as a piece 
of technology or software. The several layers to the technology, 
including but not limited to the ecosystem, products/services traded, 
interactions within its network, etc. make it an indispensable busi-
ness model in today’s technology driven world. Top businesses in 
the world, such as Google and Facebook capitalize on the platform 
business model, but technology companies are not the only ones 
taking this path. Previously traditional transactional businesses also 
use this model: Alibaba, Lego, Philips Lighting, etc. have found suc-
cess by adopting the platform business model entirely or partly for 
a few of their products/services.  

Platform business model
the new way to do business and innovation 

the platform business model in shoRt 
alex Moazed, founder of platform innovation company applico, describes the platform model consisely 
as a business model that creates value by facilitating exchanges between two or more interdependent 
groups, usually consumers and producers. in order to make these exchanges happen, platforms harness 
and create large, scalable networks of users and resources that can be accessed on demand. 

At the turn of the century, with the internet percolating into our world, we saw a paradigm shift in how 
we create, consume and interact with the rest of the world. We have come to accept a sharing or ac-

cess economy where there is more value for the use of products/services rather than ‘ownership’. 
Technology too, particularly in the use of software, pervaded most organizations. This challenges the 

traditional pipeline business models and resulted in the evolution of the ‘platform business model’.   

the classical 
pipeline model

a platform 
tRansaction 
in 4 steps
For an old soul, this is very similar to 
what happens in auction houses:
1. there is a place
2. there is a mediator who connects 
the owner of some antique teak ward-
robe or a pair of skates, to potential 
buyers
3. the auctioneer taps into his network 
to get both parties together
4. at the end of the transaction, both 
the buyer and the seller would pay a 
transaction fee to the auctioneer… for 
providing a platform to connect!

strategize THE INNOVATION MATRIX 77

Case 
1

“to gAin customer 
insights, we must 
understAnd that 
we are prisoners  
of what we know 
and what we 
believe.” 

 -Mohanbir Sawhney

Primecare
PrimeCare is a popular company with a wide range 
of personal care products. They are far ahead of 
other organizations in their industry and have a 
strong R&D department that is one of the best in 
the world. PrimeCare also has a wide and strong 
international customer base. 

The life cycle of any product they have is ap-
proximately four years, which means they must 
constantly improve and innovate. The innovation 
culture at PrimeCare is optimal; they follow several 
strategies. It does innovate openly sometimes, but 
not always. 

As a part of their innovation strategy, they chose 
to improve deodorant, an existing product in their 
portfolio. 

QUESTION
What strategy would you choose to ignite innovation for an 
existing deodorant brand? To kickstart your thinking: 

■   What does your building block analysis look like? 

■   The innovation activity can be based on anyone of the 
boxes in the matrix. What would you choose and why? 

■   How could can your tools (ecosystem, contract, attitude) 
be used?

Primecare building blocks

patented recipe for anti-perspirant

Strong R&D department, wide 
distribution and customer base

Develop, produce, 
and sell deodorant

The speed of innovation of 
primeCare is high.

The speed of innovation in 
the consumer health care 

industry is high

■  Getting insight in to its users’ 
experience and learning their needs 

■ product improvement
■  Keeping its global customer base 

and actively involving them in its R&D
■ Cost sharing with regard to innovation
■ Tapping into ideas worldwide.

THE INNOVATION MATRIX play play THE INNOVATION MATRIX 114 115
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• The first complete overview of new  
organisational forms in the information 
economy 

• Highly practical and concise comparison  
of organisational forms 

• Brings you up to speed in no time to  
choose the best organisation strategy

Author 
Pieter Koene has 16 years of experience in 
Management Consulting, the last 13 years of 
which were at Price Waterhouse & Cooper. 
Martijn Ars is a Senior Manager at Price 
Waterhouse & Cooper and Ard-Pieter de 
Man is professor of Management Studies at 
VU Amsterdam. 

Info
February 2019 
176 pages 
21.5 x 17.5 cm 
paperback with flaps 
€ 29.90 
978 90 6369 521 7

Organizational Revolution
Flatter, Faster, Fitter

By Pieter Koene, Martijn Ars and Ard-Pieter de Man

People face a bewildering choice of new organisational 
design options. New organisational forms are sweeping 
across business, now that information technology enables 
better communication, both internally and across bound-
aries. This book helps managers to navigate the new 
landscape, by providing a concise and practical overview 
of forms like holacracy, the Spotify model, platform organ-
isations, multidimensional organising and ecosystems. It 
discusses these forms and provides a user guide, show-
ing when they are effective and when to avoid them. 

Short insightful excursions explain how the organisational 
revolution affects issues like human resource manage-
ment, the changing role of middle management, planning, 
control and self-organisation.  Finally, the book shows  
you how to design new forms and how to implement them. 
Practical examples and enlightening case studies show 
the struggles and successes you face in working in this 
new environment.

New titlesNew titles
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‘hack days’ in which they can pursue 
their own interest, innovation is mainly 
driven from this client perspective. A 
further problem solved is that many 
organizations do not make adequate 
use of the knowledge of people on an 
operational level. Best use is made 
of the available knowledge by having 
teams self-organize and decide who 
does what. Finally, the Spotify model 
stimulates collaboration in all kinds of 
ways: in squads, by using open office 
spaces and in building a social culture.

Spotify model is no Agile nirvana  

The model comes with some down-
sides too. The organization is in a 
constant state of flux. Dynamics are 
necessary in this environment but con-
tinuous change may come at the cost 
of focus and can be exerting for the in-
dividual employee.  Another disadvan-
tage is that operational control is low. 
The risk that somebody puts features 
online that do not work is higher than 
in other organizations. Spotify howe-
ver believes the risk of being too late 
is higher than the risk of making the 
occasional mistake.

The organizational form developed by 
Spotify is particularly relevant in an 
environment where fast product deve-

tion that structure is only a small part 
of the story. Even though it provides 
the skeleton for the organization, it is 
the behavior and culture that makes it 
come alive. The high level of self-orga-
nization and autonomy is what is really 
different from the more traditional 
organization designs.

It is hard to see how a traditional or-
ganization can be reconciled with the 
authority of each individual to make 
changes to the product. Yet that is 
what Spotify does.  That requires a 
high sense of responsibility and colla-
borative spirit. A focus on learning, col-
laboration, and a sense of community 
is important, as well as hiring the right 
talent. The Spotify HR blog shows how 
Spotify deals with all these issues . For 
example, Spotify is very reticent with 

financial incentives. The main motiva-
tion must come from the opportunities 
for development an individual is expo-
sed to within Spotify. Hence also the 
emphasis of the chapter lead on this 
aspect. Table x summarizes the core 
elements of the Spotify model.

The core problem solved in the Spotify 
model is a speed of operation that is 
too low to stay ahead of the competi-
tion. With decision authority low in the 
organization and the organization fo-
cused on deployment, new product fe-
atures are introduced on a continuous 
basis. Through the mechanism of the 
product owner the innovation is also 
focused on client needs. Even though 
there is room in Spotify for people 
to have their own pet projects that 
they can work on during ‘hack time’ or 

lopment is necessary. The speed with 
which Spotify releases new features 
on its site is a key competitive advan-
tage that enables it to compete with 
companies like Apple that are so much 
larger (Spotify’s staff runs only into the 
hundreds). The organizational form is 
also well suited when experimenta-
tion with various solutions is neces-
sary. Sprints make it possible to test 
many different solutions to a problem 
without having to make major invest-
ments in one. When solutions to a 
problem are already known, the model 
is less applicable. 

Organizations facing stable environ-
ments will find less merit in using the 
Spotify model. The need for change 
in such organizations is low and pre-
dictability is probability a safer bet for 
them and that is not what this model 
brings. For similar reasons, organizati-
ons with a hierarchical and/or planning 
oriented culture will find it difficult to 
work in the Spotify model. Even though 
hierarchy is not absent in the Spotify 
model, the model as such is much 
less hierarchical than more traditional 

“The Spotify model  
is far from an Agile 
nirvana”    
> Henrik Kniberg 

Table x: Information leaf let Spotify model

How are tasks divided?
Product owner determines which tasks are to be done and
what the priority is
Top management determines which fixed roles exist

Squads divide tasks among the squad members
Some tasks are assigned by senior management to 
tribe leads and chapter leads

Autonomy, learning and knowledge sharing make work interesting
Sense of belonging to the organization

Squads, chapters, tribes, guilds have their own meetings
Visual management tools along the lines of agile/scrum
Working environment that stimulates collaboration

How are tasks allocated
to individuals?

How are rewards provide
to motivate people?

How is information
provided so people can
take the right decisions?

”The Spotify model is 
about creating minimal 
viable bureaucracy with 
high autonomy and high 
alignment”  

> Joakim Sunden

imaginary. The system owner role is 
kept small though, so as not to impe-
de much on the independence of the 
squads.
 

Spotify reinvents the matrix  
organization  

Looking at this model the question ari-
ses whether this is really a new orga-
nizational form or whether it just uses 
new words for old forms. The model 
looks conspicuously like a matrix. Ho-
wever there are a few notable differen-
ces with a matrix structure. In a matrix 
similar skills are grouped together in 
departments whereas squads contain 

Figure x: Concept of aligned autonomy

a variety of skills. In a matrix work is 
often project based meaning that team 
composition changes form project to 
project, but in the Spotify model team 
composition is stable. Finally in the 
pure version of the matrix, each mem-
ber of the organization is accountable 
to two line managers. In the Spotify 
model there is only one: the chapter 
lead. A squad member gets the input 
what to do from the product owner 
and how to do it from the chapter 
lead. But the chapter lead does the 
performance review.

Probably more relevant than a discus-
sion about whether this structure is 
really new and different is the realiza-

High

We need to
cross the river Build a

brigde

Alignment

Low

Low Autonomy High

We need to
cross the river

Figure out
how

I hope someone
is working

on the river
problem...

Figure x depicts the basic form of the 
Spotify model. The model builds on 
five elements: 

Product owner 
The product owner performs the same 
role as in agile/scrum processes. She 
or he determines the deliverables that 
need to be made, prioritizes the work 
to be done, but does not specify how 
the work should be done.  

Squad 
A squad is a team that creates tho-
se deliverables.  For example a squad 
can focus on payment solutions. An 
interesting feature of a squad is that, 
provided a fixed process is followed, 
individuals in a squad can make new 

of people in a tribe is 100. People in a 
tribe are colocated.  

Chapter 
A chapter  bundles expertise in the 
organization. It contains people with 
similar skills in the same tribe. For 
example, a chapter may focus on data 
analytics or user experience. Without 
chapters, there would be no learning 
from each other. An interesting feature 
here is that the chapter lead is the line 
manager who reports to the tribe lead. 
The chapter lead fulfills line manager 
tasks like setting salaries and ensuring 
development of individuals. Howe-
ver, the chapter lead is not a fulltime 
manager, but is also part of one of the 
squads. This way of working is inte-
resting because the focus of the line 

manager is mainly on maintaining high 
quality knowledge in the group that 
reports to him. 
 
Guild 
A guild is a group in the organizations 
that shares knowledge on a voluntary 
basis across the organization. They 
tend to connect similar chapters in  
different tribes but they are open for 
everybody to join. 
 
A final but smaller role is that of sys-
tem owner. This is a role somebody 
has next to a squad membership or 
chapter lead role. It exists to ensure 
the overall system remains coherent. 
With so many different squads working 
independently and making changes, 
the risk that consistency is lost is not 

3 The Spotify model
The popularity of agile ways of working on a project level has raised interest 
in the possibility to build  entire organizations according to agile processes. In 
agile dialect, the question is: how to scale agile? Especially in online environ-
ments in which speed of innovation is of high importance organizations the 
search for organizational forms that enable fast deployment has been pursued 
with vigor. The necessity to make new or improved applications available to 
customers fast is very high in these industries. It is no coincidence then that 
one of the scaled agile models that attracts most attention emerged at Spo-
tify, the online music streaming service.

functionalities available online without 
asking for permission of a higher 
hierarchical layer. This is one way to 
ensure speedy deployment of new 
features. Another way to create speed 
is to organize squads such that they 
can function as independent from each 
other as possible. Each dependency is 
likely to slow down the process becau-
se it requires meeting and coordinati-
on. 

Tribe 
A tribe is a collection of squads wor-
king in a related area, like back end 
infrastructure or the Spotify music 
player. The tribe lead is responsible for 
creating the right habitat for people to 
be effective in. The maximum number 

Tribe Tribe

Chapter

Chapter

Chapter

ChapterGuild

Figure x: The Spotify model

organizations. If either management or 
employees or both are more comforta-
ble working in a hierarchy this model is 
not for them.

Keeping in mind that speed is one of 
the main objectives to reach, the most 
relevant working ingredient of the 
Spotify form is that anyone can make 
changes to its services. In addition 
there is a low need for formal coordi-
nation. Making the teams autonomous 
and formalizing meetings according to 
the standard scrum approach, saves 
considerably on coordination time, 
thus freeing up time for actual work. 
Similarly the focus on what has to 
be done and not how, is a time saver 
that lowers the amount of time spent 
on discussions. The fact that there is 
a fixed rhythm with the sprints also 
reduces coordination time as the pro-
cess is the same each time, as does 
the clarity of  information achieved 
through visualization. This makes clear 
to everybody what the status is on the 
various sprints. This not only reduces 
the need for meetings to share that 
information, but also opens up pos-
sibilities for collaboration. People can 
see where help is needed. The collabo-
rative culture also helps to reduce time 
used for meetings. In a strong collabo-
rative culture people do not feel the
need to be continually informed about 

of the culture. In an organizational 
form that is so light on formal struc-
ture and control processes, culture 
becomes a glue to hold the organiza-
tion together. Ensuring that a culture 
develops an remains alive to support 
the organizational form is therefore not 
something that can be done on a Fri-
day afternoon, but needs to permeate 
the actions of the leadership. 

the progress of their peers. Instead, 
they trust their judgment and compe-
tency to carry out the tasks they were 
assigned.
A main risk of the Spotify model is 
that the focus on making operational 
progress causes the organization to 
lose sight of the wider strategic en-
vironment in which they operate. After 
all, high operational  speed is not a 
strategy. There is a risk that a series of 
incremental innovations no matter how 
well and how fast executed, cannot 
withstand major shocks that occur in 
the market, like the emergence of a 
disruptor. As noted above, loss of co-
herence in the overall service is a pos-
sible risk as well with so many people 
making changes to it.

Important role of leadership in 
Spotify model 

Because of the risk of focusing too 
much on the operation, the leader-
ship in organizations using the Spotify 
model has an extra duty to formulate a 
strong mission and vision. Such a mis-
sion and vision not only help to main-
tain coherence in an organization that 
is highly decentralized, it also alerts 
the organization to strategic opportu-
nities and threats.  The top leadership 
also needs to be the standard bearer 

“What is the best 
and the most  
challenging about 
working at Spotify? 
The answer for both 
questions is the 
same “autonomy”  
> Joakim Sunden 

“Many companies can’t 
use the Spotify model 
and way of working  
because their IT  
architecture won’t  
allow it” 
 
> Henrik Kniberg

“Dependencies 
are one of the 
major challenges 
in the Spotify 
model; the more 
dependencies 
you have, the less 
effective the 
model becomes”
 
> Henrik Kniberg
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Related

Sustainist Design 
Guide, page 45

Products that Flow, 
page 45

• Introduces business models that enable a 
longer product life and reduce material 
and energy consumption 

• Authors are well-known keynote speakers 
in the field of Design for Sustainability 
and Circular Economy. For instance: What 
Design Can Do 2017 

• Authors developed a massive open online 
course (Circular Economy: an introduction) 
which builds on the book. (25,000 learners)

Author 
Dr. Conny Bakker is associate professor at 
the TU Delft, faculty of Industrial Design 
Engineering. She coordinates and teaches 
several courses in Sustainable Design 
and Circular Product Design. Marcel den 
Hollander is a Senior Researcher and PhD 
researcher at TU Delft Industrial Design En-
gineering. He is mainly focussed on Product 
Design & Business Models for the Circular 
Economy. Ed van Hinte was trained as an 
industrial designer. He is now a freelance 
writer, editor, curator and teacher.

Info
May 2019 
112 pages 
25.5 x 20 cm 
paperback otabind 
€ 29.90 
978 90 6369 522 4 

Products that Last
Product Design for Circular 
Business Models

By Conny Bakker, Marcel den Hollander and  

Ed van Hinte

Products that Last starts where most books on  
product development end. It contains new examples and 
insights from recent publications. From the perspective of 
designers and entrepreneurs, once a product has been 
designed, produced and sold, it disappears beyond the 
newness horizon. They are little aware of the opportunities 
that exist in the next product universe, where money is 
made from products in use, as well as from a product’s 
afterlife. These opportunities clearly exist, otherwise they 
would not be providing an income for so many people. 
However, to be recognised as segments of a circle of 
continuous value creation, they need reframing. 

The book offers readers an innovative and practical meth-
odology to unravel a product’s afterlife and systematically 
evaluate it for new opportunities. It introduces business 
models that enable us to benefit from the opportunities 
offered by a much longer product life. 

New titlesNew titles
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The Secret of the 
Highly Creative Thinker, 
page 43

Creativity +, page 44

• Information  and  ideas  about  the   
latest  thinking  on  creativity  and   
how to  produce  ideas   

• Drawing  on  insights  from   
neuroscience  and  psychology   

• Provides  more  structure  in   
a  creative  process

Author 
Paulina Larocca is the published BIS author 
of Creativity+. She is a teacher of creative 
problem solving and has a Master’s in  
Science in Creativity.
Tony Ibbotson is Creative Director and the 
founder of The Creative Method design 
agency, which was established in 2005 and 
is now recognised as one of Sydney’s best 
design agencies.

Info
April 2019 
160 pages 
21 x 21 cm 
paperback with flaps   
€ 19.00 
978 90 6369 526 2

Connecting 
Harnessing Your Emotions to  
Enhance your Creativity

By Paulina Larocca and Tony Ibbotson

We are happier when we are more creative but are we 
more creative when we are happy? The longstanding view 
in psychology is that positive emotions are conducive to 
creativity. However, new studies have shown it is not  
the type of emotion, but the intensity with which we  
experience it that is the real driver of our creativity. 

All of our emotions offer creative gifts, provided we 
experience them with depth and understanding. So how 
can we cultivate our creativity to live a more emotionally 
rewarding life? Drawing on insights from neuroscience 
and psychology, Connecting will explore seven paradox-
ical aspects of our emotional experiences that fuel our 
creativity. The visually immersive nature of Connecting 
enables you to get in touch with your creative powers  
and gives you the experience, simply by reading it, of 
experiencing your emotions with intensity.

Related

New titlesNew titles
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tes dic te voluptat volut omni 
volorrum ea prest utaernatem 
velissedis aut pedi tem aut inum eum 
etur, si dolum ullenis at qui sequae 
comnimpor moluptatem audisci 
llandam usdant quo maionseque nis 
dolore eum quate sandips apelibus 
doles audae num vendendam ime 
vendi comnit quat lam que volo 
evelit hici core est expel iumqui 
audae nonecta tiostotatio. 

Mus, incillessunt peribust odi 
nosandio te voluptatis enteni secearc 
iliciae moluptati dolore si 
audandamet, senistis es aut poreic 
totas eatem nisinis dicia prepta cus 
vellaccum enim quis net, ut licias aut 
excest aborum quas expedis alis re 
volecte moleniet pro id quo ma 
volupti onsequi ssimint lam ent et es 
eatium non nos est, ut ipsamusdam a 
voluptius ea venim sequas ullici dem 
nis ventur modi dem nonem 
experum quodit iliquas earcit ea qui 
omnient aut dolupta temosam 
quature perorum serorum quas aute 
nimendipis eos non necupis sequia 
de quia accus cus.

Ximusa nest eos dolumet di odistem 
doluptae atum quid quos accatia 
mustia doloreicture nobitatur res ma 
sum ut escitio corero cum apedi 
deles et lacerero dolore paruptasim 
volorerae plam sit veriatem. 

When you look at 
the origins of  the 
word humour, you 
realise how base 
of  an emotion it 
is. The Ancients 
believed our 
“humours” were 
the body fluids 
that controlled 
health and 
emotions. 

Tragedy is when I 
cut my finger. 
Comedy is when 
you walk into an 
open sewer and 
die. Mel Brooks

How Humour Lightens our Despair

TRAGEDY
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How to Research 
Trends, page 40

• A must-have for everyone who has already 
purchased the text book How to Research 
Trends 

• Author tours various academies and provi-
des workshops and training for internatio-
nal audiences

Author 
Els Dragt monitors trends 24/7, and analyses 
and translates these societal shifts into 
brand strategies and consumer insights for 
various clients at Amsterdam-based agency 
MARE Research. As a lecturer, she shares 
her trend expertise with future trend pro-
fessionals at Fontys International Lifestyle 
Studies.

Info 
January 2019 
64 pages 
18.4 x 21 cm 
paperback | € 9.90  
978 90 6369 527 9

How to Research Trends 
Workbook
By Els Dragt

Have you ever wondered how you can research the 
future? Trend research is a powerful method to detect 
and recognise change at an early stage. This DIY guide 
has been developed to show you the way in the trend 
research cycle. It will help you to find direction and which 
corners to take when you are scanning, analysing and 
applying the trends for any type of challenge or topic.

This guide is linked to and to be used in combination  
with the book How to Research Trends. You can use it  
to challenge yourself or your team to ‘learn-by-doing’.  
For easy usage, the guide follows the same structure as 
the book and it has the same colour coding and signage 
navigation. Don’t just read How to Research Trends, get 
yourself into the action mode!

The guide is not linear, it does not have to be followed 
step-by-step in a rigid manner. You can create your  
own itinerary. Use it whenever you feel the need  
for guidance or inspiration.

Related

New titlesNew titles
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The Art of Parenting, 
page 54

• There is no other name book for baby  
boys with names of modern-day heroes 

• The perfect gift book for fathers-to-be 

• Addresses two distinct target groups:  
Football Fans and Modern-day Parents 

• Beautifully illustrated in a catchy  
graphic style

Author 
Boudewijn Bosman is art director/creative at 
advertising agency Being There Amsterdam. 
Tim Nikken is Recruitment Consultant at 
SThree PLC. They have known each other 
for a long time, and when Boudewijn was 
expecting a baby, Tim couldn’t find an ap-
propriate gift. That was when Football Baby 
Names was born.

Info 
February 2019 
112 pages 
16 x 16 cm 
hardcover | € 12.90 
978 90 6369 523 1

Football Baby Names
Your Child is Born a Champion 
with a Name Like This

By Tim Nikken and Boudewijn Bosman

Future parents have many choices to make. Which colour 
should we paint the room? Do we give birth at home or 
in the hospital? And, most importantly: what will be the 
name of the baby? Evidently, you would like to pick a 
name that gives the child a headstart, that might even 
raise expectations and ultimately, a name that suits the 
successful and fabulous human being it will evolve into. 

In bygone days, children were named after Biblical or 
heroic figures. But where do you find modern-day heroes?

On the football field, of course! Names like Jari, Lionel, 
Cristiano or Johan – they immediately evoke an emotion 
or an image. With these football names your newborn is 
ahead of the game. 

Related

New titlesNew titles
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• The game forges deep connections, and 
helps people go beyond the usual small talk 

• Facilitates the exploration of each other’s 
memories, assumptions, and imagination 
through playfully engaging with each 
other’s stories, and sensory experiences 

• Low-threshold tool to forge connections for 
people, and in work teams

Author 
Saskia H. Herrmann is a Service Designer at 
Saftladen Studio. She is also a Researcher & 
Partnerships at Inclusion Lab Amsterdam.
Jorik Elferink is a Process Designer & Per-
sonal Coach at Unfold. He is also a Coach & 
Mentor at Fundamentals Academy.

Info 
February 2019 
3 x 50 cards 
15 x 12 cm 
boxed set + 2 dice  
€ 19.00 
978 90 6369 524 8

The Empathy Game
Start Conversations with a 
Throw of the Dice

By Saskia H. Herrmann and Jorik Elferink

Do you want to go beyond small talk with colleagues, 
friends, family, or strangers? This is your game to truly 
connect with people.

Imagine a red car, I’ll do the same. Now describe it to 
me. No red car would ever be the same. No thought, or 
story ever is. We listen. We might smile. We nod. But, 
do we really understand each other? The human mind 
predicts and assumes to make sense of the world, and to 
understand people. There’s often more to discover than 
we assume to know. 

The Empathy Game connects the dots. It encourages  
people to share, listen, and engage with stories beyond 
their own frame of reference. There’s more to discover and 
learn. Let’s play.

New titlesNew titles
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Save the Humans!, 
page 53

• Fun memory game with all types of  
(world-famous) robots: social robots,  
historical robots, illustrated robots 

• Train your memory and your knowledge 
of robots!

Author 
Mieke Gerritzen is founder of NL.Design,
an Amsterdam-based design company that 
produces designs for all media. Mieke has 
taught multimedia design at the Sandberg 
Institute and the Rietveld Academy. She has 
designed books, catalogues and posters
and was the director of the Graphic Design 
Museum in Breda. 

Info 
January 2019 
60 cards 
14.5 x 7.5 x 5 cm 
boxed set | € 15.00
978 90 6369 525 5

Robot Memory Game
By Mieke Gerritzen

The Robot Memory Game presents many different  
ro bots that we have already come across in daily life. 
From recognisable robots to hidden robots or help- 
robots to self-reliant robots. 

All robot domains have a description to explain the robot, 
based on the latest developments and the reason they 
exist. The introduction positions the robot in our human 
environnment. All memory sets will contain two different 
examples. 

This educational game will transport you to the techno- 
future of humanity. 

New titlesNew titles
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Related

Author 
Erik Bär and Stan Boshouwers studied 
Cognitive Artificial Intelligence at Utrecht 
University in The Netherlands. In 1991, they 
founded Tinker imagineers, now one of 
the leading experience design agencies in 
Europe. Being around for 25 years, they wit-
nessed the rise of the experience economy 
and made significant contributions to it by 
delivering many international award-winning 
designs and concepts.

Info 
272 pages
23 x 29 cm
paperback with flaps
€ 39.00
978 90 6369 464 7

• From the psychological foundations of 
consumer behaviour to practical steps to 
action  

• Contains many examples, with the  
intention of giving a sense of what works 
and why

Worlds of Wonder
Experience Design for Curious 
People

By Erik Bär & Stan Boshouwers

This book is about immersive experience design, the 
art of creating spaces that tell a story. It contains many 
examples, with the intention of giving you a sense of what 
works and why, from the psychological foundations of 
consumer behaviour to practical steps to action. Worlds of 
Wonder is an invitation to anyone involved in this inspiring 
field.

The authors witnessed over the past thirty years the 
rise of a completely new industry, mixing graphic, spatial 
and theatrical arts with interaction design and personal 
growth. Worlds of Wonder is an illustrated summary of this 
new industry and intended for everyone in the process of 
revealing their brand, art, history or ideas about the future.

Augmenting Alice,
page 45

Recent titlesRecent titles

When ideas are discussed or debated, 
their self-evident nature vanishes – 
once we stop agreeing about which 
future to pursue, for example, or which 
version of history we identify with. The 
same happens when ideas become 
too abstract, too subtle, or too compli-
cated to pick up easily, or when there 
are simply too many ideas to choose 
from. When self-evident ideas no longer 
work, it’s time for revision. Time for new 
ideas, or for us to renew our current 
ideas. In essence, this means we are all 
faced with a creative challenge, if you 
agree that coming up with new ideas is 
a creative activity, that is. 

It doesn’t take much to argue that this 
is the case in our current age. At all 
levels of our world, ranging from our 
private lives to the organisations we 
deal with every day and the society 
we live in, values, rules and plans are 
discussed and debated every day. The 
stories we have shared for ages are 
being re-evaluated. The time we accep-
ted ideas imposed upon us by authori-
ties is squarely behind us. In essence, 
that’s good news, especially when you 
consider that there’s an abundance 
of creativity in the world and that it’s 
easier than ever to exchange ideas. All 
we have to do is filter out the right ideas 
and apply some sense and structure. To 
do so, we need new tools.

Now suppose that you want your orga-
nisation to tell a new story, because you 
think it might be interesting for other 
people. In that case, the situation we 
sketched above applies to you: you’re 
an institution with a fresh, new idea. 
It’s up to you to ensure that your story 
is sexy enough to awaken and attract 
curious minds. To do so, create a space 
for your guests to engage with the story 
creatively and attentively: turn it into an 
adventure. Within that adventure, add 
beautiful moments that will appeal to all 
the senses. Finally, give your guests the 
freedom to create their own story. 

If you do that, there’ll come a time at 
which they start sharing the power of 
the story with you.

That sounds a bit like magic, and in a 
sense it is. All great new insights seem 
magical at first: hunches that are just as 
attractive as they are incomprehensible. 
It’s the sudden experience of a broa-
dened perspective. This is what we call 
a WoW moment, which we’ll talk about 
in great detail at a later stage. It’s only a 
fleeting moment, but if it’s a good one, 
you’ll never be the same again. You’ll 
have gained an insight and be ready to 
explore it. 

revision

Create a space for your guests to engage with the story 
creatively and attentively: turn it into an adventure.

attention space

28 29PART 1 WHAT 1.1 WORLDS OF WONDER

higher states and common grounds
Basically we can see the levels bet-
ween comfort and magic as concentric 
circles that bring you in different states. 
Going from one state to another requi-
res a change in energy. This is influen-

ced by two forces: an inspirational force 
that draws people to higher states, and 
a guiding force that leads people to 
more familiar territory. So how do you 
make this happen in practice? 

When designing a world of wonder, 
there are various communication tech-
niques you can use. 

Education is the ability 
to guide

Narration is the ability 
to move

Evocation is the ability 
to ignite

narrative

The narrative approach is somewhere in between: where 

education often takes it step by step and the evocative takes 

big leaps, the narrative approach follows a coherent common 

thread. This is often the backbone of a world wonder, becau-

se essentially you’re trying to convey a story in a coherent 

way. Storytelling is old as time and, as we have seen before, 

it’s one of the most effective ways to get people moving. That 

is why stories in worlds of wonder take all shapes and sizes 

and are told through various media: texts, audio, audiovisual 

materials, and photographs. Together, they form a coherent 

whole. They connect separate educational components to 

a larger whole, giving a wider meaning to more evocative 

manifestations. The beauty of the narrative approach is that 

it can effortlessly transport people from common ground to 

higher states and back again. Every good story has an arc of 

suspense, featuring highlights and moments of rest, and the 

same goes for stories told in the wonder zone.

evocative

The evocative approach is mainly intended to inspire: it invol-

ves literally showing an image to the mind’s eye. Examples 

of evocation include big ideas, iconic shapes, and appealing 

surroundings. All these expressions give rise to a certain 

mindset that lets you see with fresh eyes: they bring you to 

a higher state. That can be useful if you want to create some 

space or surprise your audience. The beauty of the evocative 

approach is that its lack of complete definition leaves room 

for personal interpretations, which doesn’t create inspiration, 

but engagement as well. This approach differs from a purely 

artistic approach in that it seeks to evoke a meaningful sub-

ject, which must have an intuitive, yet clearly recognisable 

presence. Good examples are icons: shapes with a conden-

sed meaning that everyone will understanding even if it isn’t 

carefully spelled out.

educational

If you want more guidance, the educational approach is bet-

ter: you take a step-by-step approach, carefully and slowly 

guiding people’s thoughts. This does not necessarily involve 

literal learning, but mainly consists of conveying your mes-

sage little by little, appealing to the common ground so that 

you can slowly introduce them to something new. Examples 

include instructive texts and interactive installations, where 

feedback on your own actions lets you decide how much 

you want to know about something. In terms of design, the 

educational approach mainly leads to new insights, as with 

infographics or more illustrative approaches. A calm, more 

factual approach garners trust and understanding, which 

means people will be more open to larger leaps in their 

imagination.

The evocative approach literally shows an image 
to the mind’s eye

It’s about getting your message across bit by bit, 
appealing to the common ground

The beauty of the narrative approach is that it 
can effortlessly transport people from common 
ground to higher states and back again

76 77PART 1 WHAT 1.5 THE WONDER ZONE

The authors of this book met in 1990, 
when they were studying Artificial 
Intelligence (A.I.) at the University of 
Utrecht. Artificial Intelligence studies 
human knowledge processes and 
models them, so that they can be input 
into a computer. This lets machines 
perform complex tasks, such as playing 
chess, translation, and independent 
driving. If you continue your studies, 
like we did, you’ll eventually become 
a knowledge engineer: someone who 
maps process knowledge and turns it 
into a working model. Breakthroughs in 
robot technology, facial recognition and 
automated speech frequently make it to 

the news: these are all examples of A.I.. 
Machines are starting to show hints 
of intelligence and it’s only a matter of 
time before there’ll be a machine that 
can keep you company whilst predic-
ting the weather as well. If you use 
Spotify, or frequently find yourself using 
Google, you’re making use of artificial 
intelligence. This is why these platforms 
can suggest songs for you to listen 
to or find the right answers to your 
questions. 

Artificial Intelligence connects psycho-
logy with technology. When we started 
this course, we didn’t know each other, 

but we were both interested in science 
and humanities. Officially, this field is a 
mix of psychology, philosophy, compu-
ter science, linguistics, neuroscience 
and educational science, and we were 
taught all of these subjects. For young 
people with a broad interest, it was 
one big intellectual playground. In the 
process, we were given the opportunity 
to tinker with systems to make them 
display intelligent behaviour. It’s no sur-
prise that the student population was a 
diverse crew of tech dreamers, part-
time philosophers and whizz kids, and 
the same applied to the lecturers. 

Because we were inter-disciplinary stu-
dents in mono-disciplinary faculties, we 
gained impressions that you might call 
super-disciplinary: we saw things that 
our lecturers could not. It turned out 
that each faculty was living in its own 
realm of thought and actively sought to 
maintain it. The faculties all claimed to 

operate under the guise of an objective 
world view – it was scientific, after all 
–, but on closer inspection, it emerged 
that they all had their own, specific way 
of looking at the world around them. 
Remarkably, all these faculties taught 
us about the same subject: intelligence. 
Psychologists believed that intelligen-

ce was an essentially human feature, 
whereas computer scientists thought 
it came down to computing power 
and algorithms and linguists tried to 
find intelligence in linguistic structure. 
Apparently, you can interpret the same 
phenomenon in different ways, even if 
you’re trying to be genuinely scientific.  

The philosophy lecturers added to 
this confusion by stating that the 
relationship between man’s cognitive 
capacities and the external reality has 
been a subject debated by philosop-
hers for about 2500 years, without any 
prospect of yielding a result that will ap-
peal to everyone. It’s just very difficult 
to explain exactly how intelligent beings 
– people, animals or machines – ex-
perience reality. And philosophers are 
annoyingly precise: they love pointing 
out that you can never be sure that 
your reality is shared by others. In the 

meantime, we students tried to look as 
intelligent as possible, seeking to find 
wisdom in all these different perspec-
tives. 

The various perspectives taken by all 
these faculties taught us something 
about how people think in groups. We 
found that realms of thought really do 
exist: mental spaces that have their 
own words, meanings, and logical 
rules. We also saw that multiple realms 
of thought can exist side by side, as 
parallel universes, without people even 

noticing. These universes were created 
by groups of brains thinking together, 
thus forming a large network. These 
networks are actively maintained by 
their members, protecting them from 
outside influences. This process is pri-
marily unconscious, because all mem-
bers have a coherent world view that 
automatically confirms the world view 
held by other members. Strikingly, this 
rich insight was given to us by lecturers 
who were trying to explain something 
completely different. 

artificial intelligence

realms of thought
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Sustainist Design 
Guide, page 45

•  It’s not about linear problems, but about 
circular solutions 

• Describes circular business models and 
design strategies illustrated with lots of 
examples and cases, to inspire designers, 
marketers and business developers 

• Presents a new framework for designing 
circular alternatives

Author 
Siem Haffmans is sustainable designer 
and strategic consultant at Partners for 
Innovation, working on circular economy 
and the CIRCO project. This book emerged 
from an inspiring creative cooperation with 
researcher and consultant Marjolein van 
Gelder, writer Ed van Hinte and Yvo Zijlstra, 
graphic designer and image editor.

Info 
128 pages 
25.5 x 20 cm 
flexicover | € 29.90
978 90 6369 498 2  

Products that Flow
Circular Business Models  
and Design Strategies for  
Fast-Moving Consumer Goods

By Siem Haffmans, Marjolein van Gelder, Ed van Hinte 

and Yvo Zijlstra

How can we deal with this huge amount of fast moving 
consumer goods in a more sustainable way? Our main 
challenge is to slow down and make our products last 
longer. Then we have to organise the flow and design our 
products in such a way that they can be easily transport-
ed and recycled or to render it harmless.

This book offers a wide range of practical examples and 
points different ways to managing the flows that currently 
often are out of control. It is a field of concern that many 
share and for that reason is destined to turn into fertile 
soil for improvement. It is an important extension to the 
book Products that Last and goes beyond the point where 
design and entrepreneurship tend to come to a halt.

Recent titles
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This is Service  
Design Thinking,  
page 42

Designing for the  
Common Good,  
page 45

• First book that bridges the field of design 
and organisational science

• Built on the years of practice and  
knowledge of the author; a pioneer in  
the collaboration between designers and 
public organisations

• Easy to understand and to apply  
frameworks

Author 
André Schaminée is a pioneer in the field 
of design. Working from Twynstra Gudde, 
one of the Netherlands’ leading consultancy 
firms, he has built a business in successfully 
bringing design strategies to public organi-
sations. Schaminée was trained as an urban 
designer, founded two record companies 
and he is a guest lecturer at various art and 
design schools and universities. 

Info 
192 pages 
25 x 18 cm 
paperback | € 34.00 
978 90 6369 497 5  

Designing With and Within 
Public Organizations
Building Bridges Between Public 
Sector Innovators and Designers

By André Schaminée

Design practices increasingly appeal to public organisa-
tions as a new and promising approach, but how can we 
make collaboration between designers and public sector
innovators successful?

With the help of a methodological approach and a number 
of insightful examples, this book illustrates how the prac-
tice of designers and public organisations, both on the 
work floor and in the boardroom, can be connected. This 
process is not about erasing the differences between de-
signers and public organisations, but about turning these 
differences into something productive. This book will help 
to create the right context for an impactful design-thinking 
process with and within public organisations.

Recent titlesRecent titles
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• First publication on music thinking and 
the Music Thinking Framework

• About using music as a source for  
inspiration

• Contains Spotify links (can be used with 
your mobile and the Spotify app)

Author 
Christof Zürn is specialised in helping  
individuals, teams and organisations to  
make the step from iteration to innovation 
and transformation. He has more than  
20 years of experience in multiple roles  
like Service Designer, Design Thinking 
Coach, Creative Director or Musician.  
Christof is a joiner by trade and has an  
MA in Musicology, Philosophy and History 
of Arts from the Karlsruhe Institute of 
Technology.

Info 
44 cards 
18.5 x 18.5 cm 
box | € 29.90
978 90 6369 514 9 

Music Thinking Jam Cards
An Innovative Approach to  
Create Meaningful  
Collaborations

By Christof Zürn

Music as a universal principle has the power to con-
nect everyone. The variety of cultures, systems, styles, 
instruments, emotions, and their underlying patterns and 
structures can be applied and used for business, society, 
and individuals. 

The Jam Cards consist of 38 inspiration cards and six  
cue cards. All inspiration cards have a keyword, a visual 
and a sonic trigger, a trigger question, an inspirational 
quote and six cues that connect with the Music Thinking 
Framework.

You can use the cards from a strategic point of view, 
knowing what you want or need and a serendipity  
approach open for everything that will happen. 

Recent titles
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Don’t Read  
this Book, 
page 43
 

Don’t / Do this - Game, 
page 43

• Motivates people through real-life  
examples of constraints leading to  
successful ideas

• Offers a suite of very accessible techniques 
using real or forced constraints 

• Supported by structured canvases,  
playing cards or digital tools, which are  
all upgradeable online

Author 
Walter Vandervelde started his business 
right after finishing his studies in communi-
cation design. His one-man design studio 
quickly evolved into a valued communica-
tions agency with international clients in a 
mainly business-to-business environment. 
He is now one of the pioneer professors of 
a new study course called Idea & Innovation 
Management at the Erasmus University 
College, Brussels. 

Info 
192 pages 
20 x 17 cm 
paperback | € 24.00 
978 90 6369 512 5  

When the Box is the Limit
Drive your Creativity with Con-
straints

By Walter Vandervelde

Innovators have long recognised that constraints stimulate 
the process of creativity and innovation. When the box is 
the limit, creativity often comes to the surface organically 
as a natural solution. Restraints should never be a reason 
not to innovate. Often the contrary is true: restraints accel-
erate creativity, the driving force behind innovation.

When the Box is the Limit provides multiple inspiring 
examples from different industries and offers you a suite 
of 5 techniques. These techniques show step-by-step how 
to use natural or self-imposed constraints to the benefit of 
creativity and innovation. Put them to use with help of the 
downloadable tools on the interactive website accompa-
nying the book.

Inspiration for  
Innovation,  
page 42

Recent titlesRecent titles
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The Innovation  
Maze, page 42

Creativity  
Works, page 52

Not Invented  
Here, page 42

• This book makes you dream, think and  
act like a successful innovator

• Innovation bestseller author and winner 
of the ‘Management Book of the Year 2017’ 
award

• Author of Innovation Expedition &  
Innovation Maze (30.000+ cps sold)

Author 
Gijs van Wulfen is a recognised authority 
and worldwide keynote speaker on innova-
tion. He is a LinkedIn Influencer and best-
seller-author with 300,000+ followers, one of 
the leading authorities worldwide. Frederik 
de Wal, a famous Dutch designer, has again 
done a splendid job in making Innovation for 
Inspiration a visually appealing book. 

Info 
224 pages 
16 x 16 cm 
paperback | € 15.00
978 90 6369 496 8 

Inspiration for Innovation
101 Lessons for Innovators

By Gijs van Wulfen

Inspiration for Innovation helps you to become a success-
ful innovator. It offers practical insights, tips and tools and 
teaches you how to innovate.

With 101 columns, this book inspires, confronts and 
surprises everyone who is looking for more inspiration on 
this topic. Using an expedition metaphor, it reveals how 
to achieve a strategic mind-set: timing, breaking patterns, 
understanding customers, creating a culture for innova-
tion, and implementing innovation projects successfully.

Every spread is a mix of intriguing pictures, graphics 
and inspiring stories. It’s a wonderfully designed book 
to inspire yourself or to buy as a gift for other people to 
become successful innovators. The 101 lessons in this 
book make you dream, think and act like a successful 
innovator. 

Recent titles

Products becoming damaged while being 
shipped was a real challenge for Dutch bicy-

cle manufacturer VanMoof, ‘the Tesla of 
bikes’. They manufacture street bikes at the 

high-end of the market, equipped with lots of 
electronics. For some reason their bicycles, 

shipped in big cardboard boxes, were getting 
dropped and damaged by their shipping 

companies. 

IDEATING

THE TESLA OF BIKES GOT 
A BRILLIANT IDEA

The damage reports were a major problem 
for VanMoof. And they came up with a bril-
liant solution. What did they do? Instead of 
putting a picture of a bike on the box they 
printed a picture of a large flat-screen TV 
instead. Now their shippers thought that 
they were transporting flat-screen televi-
sions, and nobody wants to damage a new, 
really big television. Instantaneously. 
The idea originated from one of the 
co-founders of VanMoof: ‘Earlier this year 
our co-founder Ties had a flash of genius. 
Our boxes are about the same size as a 
(really, really, really massive) flat-screen tel-
evision. Flat-screen televisions always arrive 
in perfect condition. What if we just printed 
a flat-screen television on the side of our 
boxes? And just like that, shipping damage 
to our bikes dropped by 70–80%.’

The secret to havings a brilliant idea is quite 
simple: don’t accept the status quo. Defer 
your judgment and stop thinking.

37

The race for the South Pole was a big event 
at the beginning of the twentieth century. 

On October 19, 1911 Amundsen and four 
companions left his Antarctic base at the 
Bay of Wales on four light sledges and 52 

dogs. On December 14, 1911 the team arrived 
at the South Pole, 33 days before Scott’s 
group. After 99 days, Amundsen’s team 

returned healthy and unharmed. However, 
on Scott’s return trip to base, he and his four 
companions all succumbed to starvation and 

extreme cold.

Amundsen’s expedition benefited from the 
simple primary focus of being first which 

entailed a thorough preparation, meticulous 
planning, knowledge of Inuit Eskimo wilder-
ness techniques, good equipment, appropri-

ate clothing, a skilled handling of the sled 
dogs and the effective use of skis.

INNOVATING IS LIKE EXPLORING 

HOW AMUNDSEN REACHED 
THE SOUTH POLE FIRST

Amundsen’s attention to detail is evident 
in the improvements he made to the boots 
they would wear. In his preparation, he took 
the boots apart; making them large enough 
to fit a wooden sole. The weather could 
drop to any temperature without the cold 
getting through the wooden soles and the 
seven pairs of stockings. Amundsen’s careful 
preparation also included his study of inno-
vations in snow goggles. He chose leather 
goggles with a slit opening for the eyes (the 
Bjaaland patent). They gave perfect protec-
tion and no one on the team experienced 
signs of snow blindness.

The success factor of Amundsen was prepa-
ration; the ability to foresee difficulties and 
take precautions to meet or avoid those 
 difficulties.

01

Innovators have to be open. They have to be 
able to imagine things that others cannot. 

But crucially, they are willing to take social 
risks to do things that others might disap-
prove of. You have to stick out your neck.  

When you share your ideas with others you 
will probably get a lot of negative reactions: 

No, it’s always done this way.... No, cus-
tomers won’t like that!... No, we don’t have 

time for this…. No, it’s not possible.... No, it’s 
too expensive!... No, let’s be realistic…. No, 

that’s not logical…. No, we need to do more 
research…. No, there’s no budget.… No, the 
finance department won’t agree.... No, the 

market is not ready yet.... No, it might work 
in other places but not here.... No, that’s way 

too risky.... No, it doesn’t fit our strategy.... 
No, that’s for the future....

IMPLEMENTING INNOVATION

SUCCESS FUL INNOVATION IS 
A MATTER OF WILLPOWER

The single biggest obstacle in innovation 
is one small word: ‘no’. In 1928 it was the 
famous economist Joseph Schumpeter who 
wrote, ‘Successful innovation is a feat not 
of intellect but of will.’ Real innovators turn 
the ‘Nos’ into ‘Yesses’, as innovation does 
not stop at the first no; that’s the moment 
it really starts.

83
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Not Invented Here, 
page 42

Inspiration for Innova-
tion, page 42

• Targets students to mid-career  
professionals with an interest in creativity, 
an open mind and at least a small sense of 
humour

• Takes robotisation as a starting point, gives 
a practical roadmap to unleash and optimi-
se creativity

• Covers the complete process from the for-
mulation of a powerful starting question 
to a successful pitch of the prototype of the 
invented concept

Author 
Joris van Dooren started his career devel-
oping concepts as a creative in advertising. 
Coen Luijten worked for many years in the 
banking and insurance industry. He gained 
his Master’s degree in Imagineering (Mas-
ter’s in Business Innovation). Both teacht 
creativity, advertising and branding at the 
Fontys University of Applied Sciences in the 
Netherlands.

Info 
160 pages 
17 x 17 cm 
paperback | € 15.00
978 90 6369 506 4 

Creativity Works!
Unleash your Creativity, Beat 
the Robot and Work Happily 
ever after

By Coen Luijten and Joris van Dooren

Scientists say half the work we do could soon be done by 
robots and creativity is the number one skill that keeps 
you relevant on the job market. Even if science is wrong, 
it’s still great fun to develop yourself creatively. 

In this book you’ll practise basic skills to become creative 
and learn how a smart creative process can be designed 
and executed. From the formulation of a good starting 
question to research methods that will give you great 
inspiration and insights, and from smart divergent thinking 
to brilliant idea judgement tools: it’s all in there. Further-
more, Creativity Works! gives you great instructions on 
successfully prototyping and selling your ideas, solutions 
and concepts. Let’s beat the robot and work happily ever 
after!

The Secret of the 
Highly Creative Thinker, 
page 43

Recent titlesRecent titles
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Visual Thinking,  
page 42

Visual Thinking  
Workbooks,  
page 42

Visual Doing  
Workbooks,  
page 43

• Builds further on the book  
Visual Thinking (20.000+ cps sold)

• Shows the reader how to make visual  
stories, using new techniques, step by step

• Will lower the threshold of using  
visualising in a business environment

Author 
Willemien Brand has turned her passion 
for drawing and design into her life’s work. 
She graduated with distinction from the 
prestigious Design Academy in Eindhoven 
and enjoyed an award-winning career as an 
industrial designer with ATAG Keukentech-
niek before setting up the successful design 
studios Buro BRAND and BRAND Business. 

Info 
144 pages 
25 x 21 cm 
paperback | € 19.90
978 90 6369 499 9 

Visual Doing
Applying Visual Thinking in 
your Day to Day Business

By Willemien Brand

Visual Doing will improve your visual craftsmanship and 
broaden your skillset. It’s a practical and accessible hand-
book for incorporating visual thinking into your daily busi-
ness and communication. The author leads you through 
a new range of exercises, techniques and subjects which 
will help you to tell your own visual story. It takes a look at 
these subjects from different perspectives: ‘me as an indi-
vidual’, ‘we as a team’ and ‘us as a company.’ It helps you 
to clarify complex information, pitch innovative strategies 
and foster a visual culture within your organisation.

Visual  Doing  will  not  drill  deeper  into  the  advice  in  
the  first  book  Visual  Thinking,  but  will  simplify  Chap-
ters  3  and  4.  These  chapters,  both  about  drawing  in  
visual  business  settings,  are  now  broken  down  into  
ready-to-implement  skills  and  tools.

Learn how to show and share your ideas in a fun, clear 
and compelling way so you can inspire, engage and acti-
vate yourself and others.

Recent titles

PEOPLE & PLACES

ON THE JOB

Uptas dolupta tisquis magnimi nve -

nien daniat labore, soluptam, quae 

esequat iantiis voluptam sitatio tota -

tiusa pratur aut voluptat fuga. Nem 

reste que porepud animus, voluptat.

Catectur moluptatur, quoditium qui 

ipsanihil modigendae dolore acea 

velest, aciis nonsequ ibusanimi, nam 

quae dellaceperit od esti verum es pa 

cus utem quidus vent aut hil magna -

tur atur aut et reptat el et quam, qua -

tus quidebis quae molupit andaectat 

ipsameni conecatas seque qui vene 

dolupta. Uptas dolupta tisquis mag -

nimi nvenien daniat labore, soluptam, 

quae esequat iantiis voluptam sitatio 

totatiusa pratur aut voluptat fuga. 

Nem reste que porepud animus, 

voluptat. Catectur moluptatur, quodi -

tium qui ipsanihil modigendae dolore 

acea velest, aciis nonsequ ibusanimi.

3.1  VISUAL INTRODUCTION

Issiminciis et que consequ atius, ut 

porectus eseque moloruntem audant, 

ut plit vollaudanime se nimpore 

rchitat prepratatent omnis at. Harum 

initaqu asperum et quia prehene ce -

pudia verferi corepelis experaturem 

lit fugit ipic tore, cuptaqu iatquid 

uciatem exerspi caborro testis re net 

voluptatus et quiam nis estionsed ut 

plit vollaudanime se nimpore rchitat 

prepratatent omnis at. 

LET'S GET PERSONAL

TIP: By showing your drawing you 
can communicate on an open and 
personal level which can create 
great group dynamic!

Uptas dolupta tisquis magnimi nev

nien daniat labore, soluptam, quae 

esequat iantiis voluptam sitatio tota-

tiusa pratur aut voluptat fuga. Nem 

reste que porepud animus, voluptat.

Catectur moluptatur, quoditium qui 

ipsanihil modigendae dolore acea 

velest, aciis nonsequ ibusanimi, nam 

quae dellaceperit od esti verum es pa 

cus utem quidus vent aut hil magna-

tur atur aut et reptat el et quam, qua

tus quidebis quae molupit andaectat 

ipsameni conecatas seque qui vene 

dolupta. Uptas dolupta tisquis magi

nimi nvenien daniat labore, solupt, 

quae esequat iantiis voluptam sit 

totatiusa pratur aut voluptat fugatri. 

Nem reste que porepud animus, et 

voluptat. Catectur moluptatur, quori

tium qui ipsanihil modigendae dolore. 

ETALPMET NOITAULAVE MAET  2.4
 CREATE YOUR OWN 

GETTING STARTED

Uptas dolupta tisquis 

magnim nev nien daniat 

labore, solup tamir qua 

esequat iantis voluptam 

sitatio totatiusa pratur aut 

voluptat fuga. Nem reste 

que porepud animus.

 WHAT  to think 
about before you 
start creating a 
template

PREPARATION

> How to create templates

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet pretim 

consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenea 

commodo ligula eget gredt dolor.

TREE OF LIFE

Issiminciis et que consequ atius, ut 

porectus eseque moloruntem audant, 

ut plit vollaudanime se nimpore rchi -

tat prepratatent omnis at.

Andant. Dae. Harum initaqu aspe -

Issiminciis et que consequ atius, ut 

porectus eseque moloruntem audant, 

ut plit vollaudanime se nimpore rchi -

tat prepratatent omnis at.

Uptas dolupta tisquis magnimi nve -

nien daniat labore, soluptam, quae 

esequat iantiis voluptam sitatio tota -

tiusa pratur aut voluptat fuga. Nem 

reste que porepud animus, voluptat.

Catectur moluptatur, quoditium qui 

ipsanihil modigendae dolore acea 

velest, aciis nonsequ ibusanimi, nam 

quae dellaceperit od esti verum es pa 

cus utem quidus vent aut hil magna -

tur atur aut et reptat el et quam, qua -

tus quidebis quae molupit andaectat 

ipsameni conecatas seque qui vene 

dolupta  optiur aut a in cor aut aut 

doluptur? Eculpa volupta imincia 

ndundunt

2.2   FIND THE RIGHT METAPHOR

rum et quia prehene cepudia verferi 

corepelis experaturem lit fugit ipic 

tore, cuptaqu iatquid uciatem exerspi 

caborro testis re net voluptatus et 

quiam nis estionsed
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Visual Thinking,  
page 42

Visual Doing, 
page 43

• Following to the bestseller Visual Thinking 
and the new Visual Doing title

• Helps you to kickstart your own visual 
journey

Author 
Willemien Brand has turned her passion 
for drawing and design into her life’s work. 
She graduated with distinction from the 
prestigious Design Academy in Eindhoven 
and enjoyed an award-winning career as an 
industrial designer with ATAG Keukentech-
niek before setting up the successful design 
studios Buro BRAND and BRAND Business. 

Info 
32 pages 
29.7 x 21 cm 
paperback | € 9.90 

Visual Doing Workbook 
978 90 6369 500 2

 
Visual Thinking Workbook 
978 90 6369 511 8 

Visual Doing Workbook & 
Visual Thinking Workbook

By Willemien Brand

As a follow-up to the bestseller Visual Thinking and the 
second book Visual Doing, the author is releasing two 
workbooks. These books are great tools to help you 
kick-start your visual journey and gain the confidence to 
produce amazing, compelling drawings.

The Visual Thinking Workbook: 
Drawing people and interactions, highlights simple ways 
of drawing people, emotions and interactions. It will hone 
your drawing skills and give you the confidence to use 
them in meetings or whenever you want to explain some-
thing or visualise a situation.

The Visual Doing Workbook: 
Create clear and compelling layouts; focusses on flip-
charts and larger, more complex drawings and how to tie 
together their different elements. It will show you how to 
grab people’s attention and make your ideas stand out by 
framing your canvas or making sure it has an eye-catch-
ing title.

Recent titlesRecent titles

Simple tools to help you draw Lorem ipsum 
dolor sit amet, consectetur adipis cing elit. 

morbi tristique senectus et netus et malesuada 
fames ac turpis egestas. 

Cras ultricies feugiat tortor, sit amet laoreet 
felis consequat at. Morbi tincidunt, urna quis 
porta pulvinar, eros orci euismod neque, et 
varius elit magna vel libero. Nam quis hendrerit 
massa. In faucibus nunc at enim eleifend, nec 
suscipit lecs auctor. 

Sed sollicitudin accumsan ante, a ullam corper 

purus. Maecenas euismod velit at velit ornare, 
in hendrerit arcu vestibulum. In semper lacus 
sed convallis commodo raesent aliquet, libero 
id blandit feugiat, est magna vestibulum 
mauris. 

Sed sollicitudin accumsan ante, a ullam corper 

purus. Maecenas euismod velit at velit ornare, 
in hendrerit arcu vestibulum. In semper lacus 
sed convallis commodo raesent aliquet, libero 
id blandit feugiat, est magna vestibulum 
mauris. 

FACES

Direction

Emotions

Mouths

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipis 

Habitant morbi tristique senectus et netus et 
malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. 

Nimusam, iustrup taturiaectem quas 
doluptaquo volori blab ipsame dest que con 
repero es pliciis estiat omnitatus.

TYPOGRAPHY

Titles

Agnis et fuga. Nam 
cullabo reptatem 
eat dias quam.

Si quis experro dolorio restia dipsuntibus 
coritatium quias eosam dolut et vene pos 
maximus abo. Apiet am facit laborer

How to draw a banner

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Et labo. Nam quam, in periossitio. Nequo 
ipsaped utate expelibus utent.
Bus in nusam re magnimint dolupta.
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75 Tools for Creative 
Thinking, page 43

• Everybody with a smartphone is a possible 
creator

• Addresses the growing need for skills in 
reading and interpreting all forms of visual 
messages: the way images are constructed, 
but also the way they can be manipulated

• It displays 30 visual principles with helpful 
pin-sharp icons for faster reading

Author 
Rosa Pons is an interdisciplinary writer, 
media and games content designer. She  
has taught and researched at institutions like 
Universitat de Vic – Universitat Central de 
Catalunya. Lenno Verhoog is a researcher in 
Creative Practices. He is also a course lead-
er of Image & Media Technology at HKU- 
Media. He has contributed to a wide range 
of projects on data visualisation, interactive 
installations, online applications and to the 
Dutch Electronic Art Festival (DEAF).

Info 
72 cards 
11.5 x 8 x 4 cm 
boxed set | € 15.00 
978 90 6369 504 0 

My Photography Toolbox
A Game to Refine your Eye and 
Improve your Skills

By Rosa Pons-Cerdà and Lenno Verhoog

Create powerful images while learning the basic princi-
ples in photography. My Photography Toolbox will guide 
the players on how to take stylish photographs. Each card 
will coach you on the secrets of visual language and will 
enhance your creativity.

This game is perfect for all those who take pictures 
regularly and would love to improve their skills. It displays 
30 visual principles and enables you to play with tools that 
smartphones or digital cameras don’t provide, such as the 
psychology of forms. 

The box includes two games. Each has a different goal: 
make a powerful photograph in less than 20 minutes, or 
discover the rules of photography connecting images and 
concepts.

Recent titles
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Don’t Read this  
Book, page 43

Don’t / Do this - Game, 
page 43

• ToDon’tList is part of the ToDon’t—Family 
(15.000 cps sold)

• Analogue version of the ToDon’tList  
iPhone App + Android

• The ToDon’tList—method is about making 
choices. In your life, in your work, in your 
projects. Do less in more time, and do it 
better

Author 
Donald Roos is an independent typo-
graphic designer, entrepreneur, and former 
teacher at the Royal Academy of Art in the 
Netherlands. In his daily life as a designer 
he creates movie titles for motion pictures 
and television. He also designs complex 
interfaces. 

Info 
200 pages 
14 x 9 cm 
block | € 9.90
978 90 6369 505 7 

To Don’t List
Project Planning for  
Creative People

By Donald Roos

The ToDon’tList—method is the opposite of what all the 
time management gurus want you to believe. Do less in-
stead of more. With this project planner it has never been 
so easy to focus on your goals.

The ToDon’tList concept became a method, and the 
method became the inspiration for writing Don’t Read This 
Book. Like the Don’t/Do This – Game, the ToDon’tList is 
an addition to the ToDon’t—Family, which works inde-
pendently as well. 

The simple lists of the ToDon’tList poject planner help you 
make choices and focus on many different levels: Life, 
Work, Projects, Daily Goals and more.

Recent titlesRecent titles
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Creative Thinker’s 
Exercise Book,  
page 43 

Little Creative  
Thinker’s Exercise 
Book, page 43

The Secret of  
the Highly Creative 
Thinker, page 43

• Domino game that teaches kids to think 
creatively

• A fun way to improve your child’s ability 
to see connections

• Enhances the underlying mechanism of 
creative thinking

Author 
Dorte is a creativity expert, author, keynote 
speaker and the founder of Creative Thinker 
and the Center for Creative Thinking in 
Copenhagen. Dorte also founded Creative 
Communication, an award-winning BA 
education programme for Art Directors and 
Conceptual Thinkers. Katrine Granholm is an 
award-winning Creative Director, Art Director 
and Digital Concept Developer. She is a re-
nowned lecturer in digital tools and concepts 
in further education.

Info 
28 cards 
10 x 5 cm 
box: 11 x 11 x 5.5 cm 
€ 12.00
978 90 6369 513 2 
age: 4 years +

Little Creative Thinker’s  
Connection Dominoes
By Dorte Nielsen and Katrine Granholm

This wonderfully simple children’s game is built on the 
tried and tested theory that by enhancing your ability to 
see connections, you can enhance your creativity. 

Based on the same basic rules as dominoes – it’s all 
about matching the bricks you’re dealt with the bricks on 
the table. The winner is the one who is quickest to place 
all of their bricks. The difference is, this version is not 
played with numbers, it’s purely visual. The bricks can 
be matched in a number of fun ways but always with a 
connection. It could be a pattern, a shape or a concept 
that connects the two dominoes. 

So, although you might think you’re just having fun with 
your kids, you’re actually teaching yourselves to be better 
at thinking creatively by strengthening the underlying 
mechanism of creativity itself! 

Recent titles
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Mozaa, page 57

• Addictive to play

• Spin off from the bestseller Mozaa  
(12.000 cps sold)

• Can be played by all ages

Author 
Renske Solkesz (1982) finished her Master’s 
degree in product design from the Delft 
University of Technology in 2008, where she 
graduated cum laude. She completed part 
of her studies at Les Ateliers in Paris, and 
lived for some time in the UK, Australia and 
recently Vietnam.

Info 
80 cards 
12 x 12 x 4 cm 
boxed set | € 15.00 
978 90 6369 503 3  

Linjaa
An Addictive Line Art Game

By Renske Solkesz

Create the longest line, flip your opponent’s plan or 
just enjoy the puzzle: it’s up to you to choose a winning 
strategy. Each card in the game is unique, so it’s not easy 
to form the longest line. Win or lose, you always create a 
compelling pattern with Linjaa.

Linjaa is a multi-player edge-matching game. When add-
ing a new card to the playing field, you gather points when 
finishing a line or a ‘circle’. Cards can only be combined 
when the lines on your card match the lines on the cards 
already in the field. Concentrate on your own plan or 
sabotage the plans of your fellow players: it’s up to you to 
choose which line to take. Whoever succeeds in finishing 
the most and the longest lines, wins the game.

Recent titlesRecent titles
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Related

Don’t Talk Just Kiss, 
page 52

Don’t Eat the Yellow 
Snow, page 52

• From the ‘Pop Music Wisdom’ series (27.000 
cps sold)

Author 
Marcus Kraft is an art director, graphic 
designer, typographer and owner of Studio 
Marcus Kraft, based in Zurich, Switzerland. 
His work has been awarded international priz-
es and it has been frequently exhibited and 
published. In 2012, his international bestseller 
Don’t Eat the Yellow Snow was published. 
Marcus is also the founder and curator of 
Tableau Zurich, a public art space in Zurich.

Info 
Free Your Mind:
20 postcards 
16.5 x 12 cm 
paperback | € 7.50  
978 90 6369 507 1   

Eat Your Heart Out:
20 postcards 
16.5 x 12 cm 
paperback | € 7.50 
978 90 6369 508 8 

Pop Music Wisdom
Free Your Mind Postcard Block
Eat Your Heart Out Postcard 
Block

By Marcus Kraft

When times are particularly difficult, and you are likely to 
slip into despair, some of the greatest pop songs can pro-
vide true comfort to make it through the pain. The problem 
with advice in general is that we often don’t take it. The 
great thing about advice songs is that you can kick back 
and listen to someone else coach you through a tough 
situation while rocking out at the same time.

Marcus Kraft’s bestsellers Don’t Eat the Yellow Snow and 
Don’t Talk Just Kiss struck a chord with music lovers. This 
sparked the idea for the Get off the Internet Postcard 
Block. In the footsteps of this popular postcard block, we 
present a new collection of postcards, using the same 
iconic design as the books. They contain the best advice 
from the most iconic pop songs. Surprise your friends 
or family with one of the 20 pieces of advice collected in 
these postcard blocks.

Recent titles
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Convivial Toolbox |
Authors: Elizabeth B.N. 
Sanders and Pieter Jan 
Stappers | 312 pages |  
23 x 17.5 cm | paperback 
with flaps | € 39.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 284 1

This Is Service Design 
Thinking |
Editors: Marc Stickdorn 
and Jakob Schneider | 
376 pages | 23 x 17.5 cm | 
paperback | € 29.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 279 7

Brand the Change |
Author: Anne Miltenburg | 
224 pages | 25 x 21 cm |
paperback | € 29.90 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 478 4 

Don’t Read This Book |
Author: Donald Roos | 
160 pages |  
21.5 x 14.5 cm |  
paperback | € 14.95 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 423 4

Design . Think . Make .  
 Break . Repeat |
Authors: Martin Tomitsch, 
Cara Wrigley and Madeleine 
Borthwick et.al.| 208 pages | 
23 x 19 cm | € 29.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 479 1 

Design and creative business bestsellers 

4th
printing

2nd
printing 2nd

printing

7th
printing

4th
printing
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Know Your Onions: 
Graphic Design | 
Author: Drew de Soto |
186 pages | 20 x 15 cm | 
paperback with elastic 
band | € 17.00  
ISBN 978 90 6369 258 2

Pitching Ideas |
Author: Jeroen van Geel |
128 pages | 21 x 14.5 cm | 
hardcover | € 17.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 486 9  

Visual Thinking |
Author: Willemien Brand |
144 pages | 25 x 21 cm |
paperback | € 19.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 453 1 

Creative Personal  
Branding |
Author: Jürgen  
Salenbacher | 
228 pages | 21.5 x 14 cm | 
paperback | € 17.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 315 2

The Politics of Design |
Author: Ruben Pater | 
192 pages | 
17.5 x 11.1 cm | 
paperback | € 14.95 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 422 7

10th
printing

2nd
printing

5th
printing

5th
printing

4th
printing
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Think Like an Artist, 
Don’t Act Like One |
Author: Koos de Wilt | 
160 pages | 18 x 14 cm |  
paperback with flaps | 
€ 12.90 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 468 5

Think Like A Designer,  
Don’t Act Like One |
Author: Jeroen van Erp | 
160 pages | 18 x 14 cm |  
paperback with flaps | 
€ 12.90 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 485 2 

How to be a Better Tourist |
Author: Johan Idema |  
144 pages | 18.5 x 15 cm |  
hardcover | € 15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 63 69 493 7 

The F***ing History of 
Swearing |
Author: Anna Maria 
Kiosse | 168 pages |  
23 x 17 cm | paperback | 
€ 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 467 8 

Collage Memory Game |
Anja Brunt |  
2 x 30 cards in a box | 
14.5 x 7.5 x 5 cm |  
boxed set | € 15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 466 1

Gift books and games bestsellers 

2nd
printing

2nd
printing 2nd

printing
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Don’t Eat the Yellow Snow |
Concept: Marcus Kraft | 
512 pages | 18 x 12 cm | 
hardcover | € 17.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 288 9

Creative Thinker’s  
Exercise Book |  
Authors: Dorte Nielsen 
and Katrine Granholm | 
112 pages | 24 x 19 cm | 
paperback | € 19.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 438 8

This is a Good Guide - for 
a Sustainable Lifestyle |
Author: Marieke Eyskoot | 
280 pages | 23 x 17 cm | 
hardcover | € 24.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 492 0 

Dilemmarama The Game
Concept: Dilemma op 
Dinsdag | 64 cards in a 
box | 9.8 x 13.3 x 4 cm | 
€ 15.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 424 1

Old Masters Memory 
Game |
Concept: Mieke  
Gerritzen | 
2 x 30 cards in a box | 
14.5 x 7.5 x 5 cm | € 15.00  | 
 ISBN 978 90 6369 386 2 

7th
printing

2nd
printing

3rd
printing

4th
printing
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Organizational  
Revolution
Author: Pieter Koene, Martijn Ars 
and Ard-Pieter de Man |  
176 pages | 21.5 x 17.5 cm | 
paperback with flaps | € 29.90 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 521 7

Mastering the Art  
of Negotiation
Author: Geurt Jan de Heus |  
216 pages | 19 x 24 cm |  
paperback with flaps | 
€ 34.00 | ISBN 978 90 6369 431 9 

This Human
Author: Melis Senova |  
208 pages | 23 x 19 cm |  
paperback | € 32.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 460 9 

The 7 Principles of  
Complete Co-Creation
Authors: Stefanie Jansen and 
Maarten Pieters | 208 pages |  
23 x 18 cm | paperback with flaps | 
€ 34.00 | ISBN 978 90 6369 473 9 

Convivial Toolbox
Authors: Elizabeth B.-N. Sanders 
and Pieter Jan Stappers |  
312 pages | 23 x 17.5 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 39.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 284 1

Change Ahead
Author: Carola Verschoor |  
240 pages | 19 x 24 cm  |  
paperback with flaps | € 34.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 398 5

CEX Sells
Authors: Beate van Dongen  
Crombags and Deborah Wietzes |  
176 pages | 20 x 20 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 29.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 444 9 

Design Roadmapping
Author: Dr Lianne W.L. Simonse | 
244 pages | 23 x 19 cm |  
hardcover | € 39.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 453 1 

How to Research 
Trends
Author: Els Dragt | 200 pages | 
23 x 19 cm | paperback | € 29.90 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 433 3 

How to Research 
Trends Workbook
Author: Els Dragt |  
64 pages | 18.4 x 21 cm |  
paperback | € 9.90 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 527 9

Concept Code
Authors: Gaby Crucq - Toffolo  
and Sanne Knitel |  
192 pages | 25 x 20 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 29.90 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 432 6 

26 Innovations in  
Digital Communication
Authors: Paul Ketelaar,  
Sanne Demir & Jan Aarts |  
192 pages | 24.5 x 18 cm |  
paperback | € 34.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 518 7

NEW

NEW

3rd
printing

2nd
printing

NEW
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The Seven Laws of 
Guaranteed Growth
Author: Frans de Groot |  
156 pages | 19 x 24 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 29.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 413 5

From Selling to  
Co-Creating
Authors: Régis Lemmens, 
Bill Donaldson and Javier  
Marcos | 256 pages | 21 x 21 cm | 
paperback | € 34.00 |  
ISBN 978 6369 351 0

The Digital Metrics  
Field Guide
Author: Stephen D. Rappaport | 
320 pages | 28 x 21.6 cm | 
paperback | € 29.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 377 0

Storytelling on 
Steroids
Author: John Weich | 
160 pages | 23 x 17 cm |  
paperback | € 19.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 311 4 

Brand the Change
Author: Anne Miltenburg |  
224 pages | 25 x 21 cm |  
paperback | € 29.90 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 478 4 

Contrarian Branding
Author: Roland van der Vorst | 
192 pages | 17 x 11 cm |  
paperback | € 17.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 463 0 

1 : 1 One to One
Author: Michel van Tongeren | 
240 pages | 25 x 20 cm |  
hardcover | € 39.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 264 3

Different Brains, 
Different Approaches
Author: Huub van Osch |  
192 pages | 21 x 21 cm |  
paperback | € 29.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 435 7 

Hidden Persuasion 
Authors: Marc Andrews,  
Dr. Van Leeuwen and  
Prof. Dr. Van Baaren |  
192 pages | 24.5 x 18 cm |  
hardcover | € 34.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 314 5 

Music Thinking  
Jam Cards
Concept: Christof Zürn |  
18.5 x 18.5 cm |  
44 cards in a box | € 29.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 514 9   

How to Have Your 
Cake and Eat It Too
Author: J. Margus Klaar |  
112 pages | 21.6 x 14 cm |  
paperback | € 12.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 381 7

Thinking in Services
Author: Majid Iqbal | 240 pages | 
23 x 17.5 cm | paperback with 
flaps | € 34.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 489 0

2nd
printing

2nd
printing

2nd
printing

2nd
printing
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Visual Thinking  
Workbook
Author: Willemien Brand
32 pages | 29.7 x 21 cm |  
paperback | € 9.90 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 511 8 

Visual Thinking
Author: Willemien Brand |  
144 pages | 25 x 21 cm |  
paperback | € 19.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 453 1 

The Innovation 
Matrix
Authos: Mirjam E. Ros and  
Deepika Jeyakodi | 136 pages |
17 x 20 cm | paperback | € 29,90  
ISBN 978 90 6369 520 0

Creativity in Business
Authors: Igor Byttebier and  
Ramon Vullings |  
204 pages | 23.8 x 17 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 19.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 380 0

Not Invented Here
Authors: Ramon Vullings and 
Marc Heleven |  
220 pages | 15 x 15 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 12.90 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 379 4

Are We There Yet?
Author: Sam Bucolo | 216 pages | 
21.5 x 14 cm | paperback | 
€ 17.00 | ISBN 978 90 6369 409 8

Inspiration for  
Innovation
Author: Gijs van Wulfen
224 pages | 16 x 16 cm |  
paperback | €15.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 496 8 

The Innovation Maze
Author: Gijs van Wulfen |  
240 pages | 19 x 24 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 34.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 410 4

The Innovation  
Expedition
Author: Gijs van Wulfen | 
240 pages | 19 x 24 cm | 
paperback with flaps | € 34.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 313 8

The Service  
Innovation Handbook
Author: Lucy Kimbell |  
240 pages | 19 x 24 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 34.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 353 4

This Is Service Design 
Thinking (hardcover)
Editors: Marc Stickdorn and 
Jakob Schneider |  
376 pages | 23 x 17.5 cm |  
hardcover edition | € 45.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 256 8

This Is Service Design 
Thinking (paperback)
Editors: Marc Stickdorn and 
Jakob Schneider |  
376 pages | 23 x 17.5 cm |  
paperback editon | € 29.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 279 7

NEW

3rd
printing

2nd
printing

3rd
printing

7th
printing

6th
printing

5th
printing

4th
printing
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Pitching Ideas
Author: Jeroen van Geel |  
128 pages | 21 x 14.5 cm |  
paperback | € 17.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 529 3

When the Box is the 
Limit
Author: Walter Vandervelde
192 pages | 20 x 17 cm |  
paperback | € 24.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 512 5   

Don’t/Do This – Game 
Author: Donald Roos | 156 cards | 
17.8 x 9.2 x 2.2 cm | € 15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 484 5 

Don’t Read This Book
Author: Donald Roos |  
160 pages | 21.5 x 14.5 cm | 
paperback | € 14.95 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 423 4

75 Tools for Creative  
Thinking
Authors: Booreiland |  
75 cards in a box | 
13 x 9.5 x 5.5 cm | € 24.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 275 9

Connecting
Authors: Paulina Larocca and 
Tony Ibbotson | 160 pages |
21 x 21 cm | hardcover | € 19.00  |
ISBN 978 90 6369 526 2

The Divergent and  
Convergent Thinking 
Notebook
Author: Dorte Nielsen |  
152 pages | 25 x 12.5 cm |  
triangular hardcover | € 15.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 439 5 

Little Creative  
Thinker’s Exercise 
Book
Author: Dorte Nielsen and  
Katrine Granholm |  
112 pages | 23 x 16.5 cm |  
paperback | € 14.95 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 491 3 

Creative Thinker’s  
Exercise book
Authors: Dorte Nielsen and  
Katrine Granholm | 112 pages |  
25 x 19 cm | paperback | € 19.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 438 8 

The Secret of the  
Highly Creative 
Thinker
Authors: Dorte Nielsen and  
Sarah Thurber | 176 pages |  
23.4 x 15.5 cm | hardcover with 
dust jacket | € 24.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 415 9

Visual Doing  
Workbook
Author: Willemien Brand
32 pages | 29.7 x 21 cm |  
paperback | € 9.90 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 500 2 

Visual Doing
Author: Willemien Brand
144 pages | 25 x 21 cm |  
paperback | € 19.90 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 499 9 |  

4th
printing

NEW

3rd
printing

2nd
printing

4th
printing

3rd
printing
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Worlds of Wonder
Authors: Stan Boshouwers  
and Erik Bär |  
272 pages | 23 x 29 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 39.00
ISBN 978 90 6369 464 7

Event Design  
Handbook
Authors: Roel Frissen,  
Ruud Janssen and Dennis Luijer | 
204 pages | 21 x 21 cm |  
paperback | € 29.90 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 434 0 

Blue is the New Black
Author: Susie Breuer |  
232 pages | 23 x 17.5 cm |  
paperback with Key Dates  
Calendar insert | € 29.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 340 4

Get Agile!
Authors: Pieter Jongerius et al. | 
176 pages | 21 x 14.8 cm | 
paperback with flaps | € 24.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 302 2 

Creative Personal  
Branding
Author: Jürgen Salenbacher | 
228 pages | 21.5 x 14 cm |  
paperback | € 17.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 315 2

Creativity +
Author: Paulina Larocca |  
60 pages | 20 x 10 cm | € 15.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 488 3 

5th
printing

4th
printing

3rd
printing

2nd
printing

NEW
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Augmenting Alice
Author: Galit Ariel | 256 pages | 
25 x 21cm | hardcover | € 34.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 470 8 

Notes on Design
Author: Kees Dorst | 208 pages | 
22 x 15 cm | paperback | € 17.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 465 4 

Strategic Design
Authors: Dr. Giulia Calabretta, 
Prof. Gerda Gemser and Dr. Ingo 
Karpen | 228 pages | 19 x 24 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 34.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 445 6 

Make Design Matter
Author: David Carlson |  
160 pages | 18 x 12 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 12.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 304 6

The Designer As…
Author: Steven McCarthy | 
248 pages | 24 x 17.5 cm | 
paperback with flaps | € 29.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 292 6 

Design Transitions
Authors: Joyce Yee, Emma 
Jefferies and Lauren Tan |  
224 pages | 24 x 17.5 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 34.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 321 3

Transformations:  
7 Roles to Drive  
Change by Design
Authors: Joyce Yee, Emma 
Jefferies and Dr Kamil Michlewski 
| 246 pages | 23.4 x 15.5 cm | 
paperback | € 29.90 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 457 9 

Products that Flow
Authors: Siem Haffmans, Marjolein 
van Gelder and Ed van Hinte
128 pages | 25.5 x 20 cm |  
flexicover | € 29.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 498 2  

Products that Last
Authors: Conny Bakker and  
Marcel den Hollander |  
112 pages | 25.5 x 20 cm |  
paperback otabind | € 29.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 522 4 

Sustainist Design 
Guide
Editors: Michiel Schwarz and 
Diana Krabbendam | 144 pages | 
24.5 x 17.5 cm | paperback with 
flaps | € 19.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 283 4 

Connect
Authors: Sabine Wildevuur, Dick 
van Dijk, Anne Äyväri, Mie Bjerre, 
Thomas Hammer-Jakobsen and 
Jesper Lund |  
192 pages | 20 x 15 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 29.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 331 2

Designing for the 
Common Good
Authors: Kees Dorst, Lucy Kaldor, 
Lucy Klippan and Rodger Watson 
| 216 pages | 19 x 24 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 34.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 408 1

2nd
printing

2nd
printing

3rd
printing

NEW
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Identity Colour Codes
Author: Felix Janssens |  
304 pages | 21 x 15 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 29.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 335 0

Dynamic Identities
Concept: Irene van Nes | 
192 pages | 25 x 21.5 cm | 
paperback | € 29.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 339 8

Delft Design Guide
Edited by: Annemiek van Boeijen,  
Jaap Daalhuizen, Jelle Zijlstra,  
Roos van der Schoor |  
168 pages | 25.5 x 20 cm |  
flexicover | € 29.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 327 5

Design . Think . Make .  
Break . Repeat
Authors: Martin Tomitsch,  
Cara Wrigley, Madeleine  
Borthwick et.al. | 208 pages |  
paperback | 23 x 19 cm | € 29.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 479 1 

ViP Vision in Design
Authors: Matthijs van Dijk and 
Paul Hekkert | 376 pages |  
19 x 15 cm | paperback | € 29.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 371 8
hardcover: € 45.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 205 6

Simplicity: A Matter 
of Design
Author: Per Mollerup | 192 pages | 
29.5 x 16 cm | hardcover | 
€ 34.00 | ISBN 978 90 6369 402 9 

The Form of Design
Author: Prof. Josiah Kahane |  
240 pages | 25 x 20 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 34.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 375 6

Meta Products
Authors: Wimer Hazenberg, 
Menno Huisman |  
160 pages | 23 x 19 cm |  
paperback | € 19.00 |  
ISBN 978 6369 251 3

Design My Privacy
Author: Tijmen Schep and Moti | 
160 pages | 18 x 12 cm |  
paperback | €12.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 437 1 

CO LAB:
Authors: Elizabeth Herrmann and 
Ryan Shelley |  
240 pages | 24 x 17.5 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 29.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 373 2

The Politics of Design
Author: Ruben Pater |  
192 pages | 17.5 x 11.1 cm | 
paperback | € 14.95 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 422 7

Designing With and 
Within Public  
Organizations
Author: André Schaminée |  
208 pages | 25 x 18 cm |  
paperback | €34.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 497 5 

NEW

4th
printing

2nd
printing

4th
printing

2nd
printing
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Know Your Onions:  
Web Design
Author: Drew de Soto | 
212 pages | 20 x 15 cm |  
paperback with elastic band | 
€ 17.00 | ISBN 978 90 6369 312 1

Know Your Onions: 
Graphic Design
Author: Drew de Soto | 
186 pages | 20 x 15 cm | 
paperback with elastic band | 
€ 17.00 | ISBN 978 90 6369 258 2 

HotchPotch
Author: Ralph Burkhardt |  
192 pages | 17.5 x 11.1 cm | 
paperback | €14.95 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 455 5

Designing Diagrams
Author: Jan Gauguin | 
200 pages | 25 x 25 cm | 
hardcover | € 29.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 228 5

Product Sketches
Author: Andres Parada | 
192 pages | 19 x 24 cm |  
paperback | € 24.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 309 1

The Exceptionally 
Simple 
Theory of Sketching
Author: George Hlavács | 
48 pages + 14 practice sheets | 
22 x 17 cm | paperback | € 12.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 334 3

Sketching Product 
Design Presentation 
Authors: Koos Eissen and 
Roselien Steur |  
192 pages | 27 x 21 cm | 
hardcover | € 34.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 329 9

Sketching
Authors: Koos Eissen and 
Roselien Steur | 256 pages |  
27 x 21 cm | hardcover | € 39.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 171 4

Sketching: the Basics
Authors: Koos Eissen and 
Roselien Steur | 204 pages |  
27 x 21 cm | hardcover | 
€ 34.00 | ISBN 978 90 6369 253 7

Anthon Beeke
Author: Lidewij Edelkoort | 
448 pages | 27 x 21 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 45.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 330 5 

Logo Life
Author: Ron van der Vlugt |  
312 pages | 21 x 16 cm |  
hardcover | € 24.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 260 5 

LOIS Logos
Author: George Lois |  
204 pages | 24 x 19 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 24.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 399 2 

2nd
printing

16th
printing

3rd
printing

2nd
printing

10th
printing

8th
printing
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I Don’t Know Where 
I’m Going but I Want 
to be There 
Editors: Sophie Krier, Minke 
Kampman and Marjolijn Ruyg | 
168 pages | 25 x 17.5 cm |  
paperback in slipcase | € 24.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 257 5 

Graduation Guide for 
Design Students
Author: Moniek Paus | 
144 pages | 15.5 x 12 cm | 
hardcover with poster as dust 
jacket | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 286 5

Work Hard Play 
Harder
Design and concept: Studio Kluif | 
160 pages | 22 x 15.5 cm | 
hardcover in slipcase | 
€ 19.90 | ISBN 978 90 6369 298 8

Create to Conquer
Design and concept: Studio Kluif | 
176 pages | 22 x 15.5 cm | 
hardcover in slipcase | €19.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 436 4 

Shaping Text
Author: Jan Middendorp |  
176 pages | 22 x 15.5 cm |  
flexicover | € 29.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 223 0

Type Tricks
Author: Sofie Beier | 208 pages | 
16 x 12 cm | paperback | €15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 458 6  

Reading Letters
Author: Sofie Beier |  
182 pages | 25 x 21.5 cm |  
hardcover | € 29.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 271 1

2nd
printing

2nd
printing
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Operative Design
Authors: Anthony Di Mari and 
Nora Yoo | 
152 pages | 15 x 10.5 cm |  
paperback | € 12.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 289 6 

Conditional Design
Author: Anthony Di Mari | 
156 pages | 15 x 10.5 cm |  
paperback | € 12.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 365 7 

The Fast Guide to 
Architectural Form
Author: Baires Raffaelli |  
144 pages | 15 x 10.5 cm |  
paperback | € 12.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 411 1

Innovative  
Architecture Strategies
Author: Simos Vamvakidis |  
160 pages | 15 x 10.5 cm |  
paperback | € 12.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 456 2 

Composing  
Architecture and 
Interior Design
Author: Simos Vamvakidis |  
160 pages | 15 x 10.5 cm |  
paperback | € 12.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 487 6

Performative  
Geometries 
Edited by: Asterios Agkathidis 
and Gabi Schillig |  
160 pages | 23.8 x 17 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 19.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 250 6

Supersurfaces
Author: Sophia Vyzoviti |  
144 pages | 15 x 10.5 cm |  
paperback | € 12.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 121 9 

Modular Structures
Author: Asterios Agkathidis |  
136 pages | 15 x 10.5 cm |  
paperback | € 12.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 206 3

Digital  
Manufacturing
Author: Asterios Agkathidis |  
136 pages | 15 x 10.5 cm |  
paperback | € 12.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 232 2

Computational  
Architecture
Author: Asterios Agkathidis | 
160 pages | paperback |  
15 x 10.5 cm | € 12.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 287 2

Bio-structural  
Analogues  
In architecture
Author: Joseph Lim |  
232 pages | 15 x 10.5 cm |  
paperback | € 19.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 204 9

Eccentric Structures  
in Architecture
Author: Joseph Lim |  
160 pages | 15 x 10.5 cm |  
paperback | € 12.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 242 1

7th
printing

7th
printing

3rd
printing

2nd
printing

2nd
printing

2nd
printing

6th
printing

2nd
printing
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Inspiration 
Authors: Prof. Mark Mückenheim 
and Dipl. Ing. Juliane Demel |  
274 pages | 29.5 x 23.5 cm | 
hardcover | € 34.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 267 4

The Spontaneous City
Authors: Urhahn Urban Design | 
176 pages | 30 x 24 cm |  
paperback | € 29.90 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 265 0 

Pop-Up City
Authors: Jeroen Beekmans and 
Joop de Boer | 288 pages | 
24 x 19 cm | hardcover | € 34.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 354 1

Folding architecture
Author: Sophia Vyzoviti |  
144 pages | 15 x 10.5 cm |  
paperback | € 12.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 059 5 

14th
printing

2nd
printing
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Think Like a Lawyer,  
Don’t Act Like One
Author: Aernoud Bourdrez | 
160 pages | 18 x 14 cm | 
paperback with flaps | € 12.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 307 7

Think Like a Manager, 
Don’t Act Like One
Author: Harry Starren |  
160 pages | 18 x 14 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 12.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 347 3 

Think Like an Artist, 
Don’t Act Like One
Author: Koos de Wilt | 
160 pages | 18 x 14 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 12.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 468 5 

Think Like A  
Designer, Don’t Act 
Like One
Author: Jeroen van Erp | 
160 pages | 18 x 14 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 12.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 485 2 

What Are They 
Saying About You? 
Author: Frank Peters | 
144 pages | 18.5 x 13.5 cm | 
paperback with flaps | € 12.95 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 400 5

Once Upon a Time I 
Was...
Author: Lavinia Bakker |  
144 pages | 22 x 17 cm |  
paperback | € 12.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 421 0 

Once Upon a Time  
I Wanted to Be…
Author: Lavinia Bakker |  
144 pages | 22 x 17 cm |  
paperback | € 12.90 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 419 7 

Once Upon a Time  
I Went To...
Author: Lavinia Bakker |  
144 pages | 22 x 17 cm |  
paperback | € 12.90 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 454 8 

Don’t Read This Book
Author: Donald Roos |  
160 pages | 21.5 x 14.5 cm | 
paperback | € 14.95 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 423 4

Don’t/Do This – Game 
Author: Donald Roos |  
156 cards | 17.8 x 9.2 x 2.2 cm |  
box with sleeve | € 15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 484 5 

To Don’t List
Author: Donald Roos
200 pages | 14 x 9 cm |  
calendar block | €9.90 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 505 7  

Logo R.I.P.
Authors: The Stone Twins | 
192 pages | 17 x 12 cm | 
hardcover with gold 
gilded edges | € 17.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 290 2 

2nd
printing

3rd
printing

4th
printing

3rd
printing

13th
printing

2nd
printing

2nd
printing

2nd
printing
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Trashures
Author: Anja Brunt and Tineke 
Meirink | 80 pages | 28 x 21 cm |  
paperback with flaps | € 14.95 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 425 8       

Create with Artists
Authors: Rixt Hulshoff Pol and 
Hanna Piksen |  
120 pages | 20 x 25 cm | 
hardcover | € 17.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 416 6

Philographics 
Author: Genís Carreras |  
208 pages | 20 x 17 cm |  
paperback | € 19.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 341 1

Don’t Talk Just Kiss
Concept: Marcus Kraft |  
512 pages | 18 x 12 cm |  
hardcover | € 17.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 452 4 

Don’t Eat the Yellow 
Snow
Concept: Marcus Kraft |  
512 pages | 18 x 12 cm |  
hardcover | € 17.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 288 9 

The Book of Do-ness
Author: Sara van de Ven |  
240 pages | 15 x 14.5 cm |  
hardcover | € 15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 451 7 

Creativity Works!
Author: Coen Luijten and  
Joris van Dooren |  
160 pages | 17 x 17 cm | 
paperback | €15.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 506 4  

Creativity +
Author: Paulina Larocca |  
160 pages | 20 x 10 cm | € 15.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 488 3 

Your Work and Your 
Life
Author: Krist Pauwels |  
128 pages | 19.5 x 13.5 cm | 
hardcover | € 15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 469 2 

Little Creative  
Thinker’s Connection 
Dominoes
28 cards | 10 x 5 cm |  
box: 11 x 11 x 5.5 cm | € 12.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 513 2 | 
Age: 4 years +

Little Creative  
Thinker’s Exercise 
Book
Authors: Dorte Nielsen and  
Katrine Granholm | 112 pages |  
23 x 16.5 cm | paperback | 
€ 14.95 | ISBN 978 90 6369 491 3 

Creative Thinker’s  
Exercise Book
Authors: Dorte Nielsen and  
Katrine Granholm |  
112 pages | 25 x 19 cm |  
paperback | € 19.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 438 8 

7th
printing

2nd
printing

2nd
printing

3rd
printing
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The F***ing History  
of Swearing
Author: Anna Maria Kiosse | 
168 pages | 23 x 17 cm |  
paperback | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 467 8 

The Social Climber’s  
Handbook
Author: Nimrod Kamer |  
112 pages | 17 x 12 cm |  
hardcover | € 9.90 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 483 8 

The Do-It-Yourselfie 
Guide 
Author: Willem Popelier |  
160 pages | 15 x 10.5 cm |  
sewn paperback | € 9.95 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 387 9 

Save the Humans!
Authors: Mieke Gerritzen and 
Koert van Mensvoort | 160 pages | 
19 x 13 cm | hardcover | 
€ 12.95 | ISBN 978 90 6369 401 2 

Dear Fashion Diary
Authors: Emmi Ojala and 
Laura de Jong | 160 pages | 
22 x 17 cm | paperback | 
€ 12.90 | ISBN 978 90 6369 310 7

Home Made Food  
Notebook
Author: Yvette van Boven |  
160 pages | 21 x 16 cm  |  
flexibound with ribbon and  
elastic band | € 17.95 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 397 8 

Creative Chef
Author: Jasper Udink ten Cate | 
240 pages | 25.4 x 20.8 cm | 
hardcover | € 19.95 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 414 2

Food Futures
Author: Chloé Rutzerveld |  
120 pages | 23 x 19 cm |
paperback with flaps | € 24.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 517 0 

This is a Good Guide -  
for a Sustainable 
Lifestyle
Author: Marieke Eyskoot |  
280 pages | 23 x 17 cm |  
hardcover | € 24.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 492 0 

How to be a Better 
Tourist 
Author: Johan Idema |  
144 pages | 18.5 x 15 cm |  
hardcover | € 15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 63 69 493 7 

How to Visit an  
Art Museum
Author: Johan Idema | 
128 pages | 18.5 x 15 cm |  
hardcover | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 355 8

Art Is Everywhere
Author: Lorenzo, SerraGlia, Servi | 
112 pages | 14.5 x 22 cm |  
paperback | € 12.90 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 418 0

NEW 2nd
printing

2nd
printing

2nd
printing

4th
printing
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The Medium is  
the Message
Edited by: Anneloes van Gaalen | 
160 pages | 17 x 12 cm |  
hardcover | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 215 5

Never Use More 
Than Two Different 
Typefaces
Edited by: Anneloes van Gaalen | 
160 pages | 17 x 12 cm |  
hardcover | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 216 2

Never Use Pop Up  
Windows
Edited by: Anneloes van Gaalen | 
160 pages | 17 x 12 cm |  
hardcover | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 217 9

Never Use White 
Type on a Black  
Background
Edited by: Anneloes van Gaalen | 
160 pages | 17 x 12 cm |  
hardcover | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 207 0

Never Photograph 
People Eating
Edited by: Anneloes van Gaalen | 
144 pages | 17 x 12 cm |  
hardcover | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 277 3

Never Leave the 
House Naked
Edited by: Anneloes van Gaalen | 
160 pages | 17 x 12 cm |  
hardcover | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 214 8

Never Sleep with the 
Director
Edited by: Anneloes van Gaalen | 
160 pages | 17 x 12 cm |  
hardcover | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 276 6

Never Touch a  
Painting When  
it’s Wet
Edited by: Anneloes van Gaalen | 
160 pages | 17 x 12 cm |  
hardcover | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 280 3

Write Nothing in 
Here 
Auhor: Seema Sharma |  
160 pages | 23.5 x 16 cm |  
paperback | € 14.95 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 403 6

Read Nothing in Here
Author: Seema Sharma |  
144 pages | 18.5 x 13.5 cm |  
paperback with band | € 12.95 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 441 8

The Art of Parenting
Author: Drew de Soto | 60 pages | 
17 x 15 cm | hardcover | € 7.50 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 480 7 

Football Baby Names
Tim Nikken en Boudewijn Bosman
112 pages | 16 x 16 cm |
hardcover | € 12.90  |
ISBN 978 90 6369 523 1

2nd
printing

5th
printing

2nd
printing

2nd
printing

2nd
printing

3rd
printing

NEW
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This is my New York
Author: Petra de Hamer |  
128 pages | 23.5 x 14 cm |  
paperback | € 14.95 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 420 3

This is my Berlin 
Author: Petra de Hamer |  
128 pages | 23.5 x 16 cm |  
paperback | € 14.95 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 396 1 

This is my London
Author: Petra de Hamer |  
128 pages | 23.5 x 16 cm |  
paperback | € 14.95 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 395 4 

This is my Paris
Author: Petra de Hamer |  
128 pages | 23.5 x 16 cm |  
paperback | € 14.95 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 394 7 

Write Nothing in 
here 
Auhor: Seema Sharma |  
160 pages | 23.5 x 16 cm |  
paperback | € 14.95 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 403 6

The Divergent and 
Convergent Thinking 
Notebook
Author: Dorte Nielsen |  
152 pages | 25 x 12.5 cm |  
triangular hardcover | 
€ 15.00 | ISBN 978 90 6369 439 5

2nd
printing
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Creative Chef  
Postcards
Author: Jasper Udink ten Cate | 
25 postcards in a book |  
15 x 10 cm | € 9.95 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 440 1 

Philographics  
Postcard Book 
Design: Genis Carreras |  
24 postcards in a book |  
16.5 x 12 cm | € 9.95 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 389 3 

Creatures of  
Creativeland
Concept: Jana Pejkovska  
and Adrian Flores |  
20 postcards in a book |  
16.5 x 12 cm | € 9.95 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 390 9 

Free Your Mind  
Postcard Block
Concept: Marcus Kraft
20 postcards in a book |  
16.5 x 12 cm | € 7.50 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 507 1  

Eat Your Heart Out 
Poscard Block
Concept: Marcus Kraft |
20 postcards in a book |  
16.5 x 12 cm | € 7.50 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 508 8 
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Pixel-Art Game  
– The Milkmaid
Concept: Vanessa Catalano |  
32 cards | box with sleeve |  
13 x 6 x 2.5 cm | € 9.90 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 481 4

Pixel-Art Game  
– Café Terrace at 
Night
Concept: Vanessa Catalano |  
32 cards | box with sleeve |  
13 x 6 x 2.5 cm | € 9.90 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 482 1

Old Masters Memory 
Game 
Concept: Mieke Gerritzen |  
2 x 30 cards in a box |  
14.5 x 7.5 x 5 cm | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 386 2 

Collage Memory 
Game
Anja Brunt | 2 x 30 cards in a box | 
14.5 x 7.5 x 5 cm |  
boxed set | € 15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 466 1

Optical Illusions 
Game
Concept: Paul M. Baars | with 
playing rules in English, Dutch, 
German, Spanish and French | 
20 optical illusions | 80 cards in a 
box | 14 x 14 x 2.6 cm | € 15.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 388 6 

Numbers Game
Concept: Paul M. Baars | 
with playing rules in English, 
Dutch, German, Spanish and 
French | 80 illustrations |  
80 cards in a box |  
14 x 14 x 2.6 cm | € 15.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 370 1 

Mezza Card Game
Author: Thomas Michaël | 
68 cards in a box | 7 x 2.1 x 4 cm | 
€ 15.00 | ISBN 978 90 6369 472 2 

Mozaa
Concept: Renske Solkesz
64 cards in a box |  
12 x 12 x 4 cm | € 15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 63 69 296 4  

Linjaa
Concept: Renske Solkesz
80 cards in a box |  
12 x 12 x 4 cm | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 503 3 

Little Creative 
Thinker’s Connection 
Dominoes
Authors: Dorte Nielsen and  
Katrine Granholm | 28 cards | 
box with sleeve | 11 x 11 x 5.5 cm | 
€12.00 | ISBN 978 90 6369 513 2  
Age: 4 years +

The Startup Game 
Author: SixWaypoints | 
68 cards in a box |  
14 x 11 x 4 cm | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 442 5

Don’t/Do This – Game 
Author: Donald Roos |  
156 cards | box with sleeve | 
17.8 x 9.2 x 2.2 cm | €15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 484 5

4th
printing

3rd
printing
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Brand Memory Game
Concept: Hendrik-Jan Grievink | 
2 x 30 cards in a box | 
14.5 x 7.5 x 5 cm | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 262 9

Fake for Real Memory 
Game
Published in collaboration with All 
Media | 2 x 30 cards in a box | 
14.5 x 7.5 x 5 cm | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 177 6

Visual Power  
Memory Game
Authors: Mieke Gerritzen and 
Koert van Mensvoort |  
2 x 30 cards in a box |  
14.5 x 7.5 x 5 cm | € 15.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 098 4

Twins Memory Game 
(new edition)
Concept: Maaike Strengholt | 
Photography: Dim Balsem | 
2 x 30 cards in a box |  
14.5 x 7.5 x 5 cm | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 301 5

Street Art Memory 
Game
Editors: Janne Ettwig and Lilian 
van Dongen Torman |  
2 x 30 cards in a box |  
14.5 x 7.5 x 5 cm | € 15.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 322 0 

Street Style Memory 
Game III 
Concept and photography: 
Barbara Iweins |  
2 x 25 cards in a box | 
13 x 10 x 3 cm | € 12.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 336 7

Street Style  
Memory Game II 
Concept and photography: 
Barbara Iweins |  
2 x 25 cards in a box |  
13 x 10 x 3 cm | € 12.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 270 4

Make a Face Memory 
Game
Author: Anja Brunt | 
2 x 30 cards in a box |  
14.5 x 7.5 x 5 cm | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 348 0

Robot Memory Game 
Concept: Mieke Gerritzen |  
2 x 30 cards in a box |
14.5 x 7.5 x 5 cm | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 525 5

Dilemmarama The 
Game
Concept: Dilemma op Dinsdag |
64 cards in a box | 
9.8 x 13.3 x 4 cm | € 15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 424 1

My Photography 
Toolbox
Concept: Rosa Pons-Cerdà  
and Lenno Verhoog |  
72 cards in a box |  
11.5 x 8 x 5 cm | €15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 504 0 | 

The Empathy Game
Authors: Saskia H. Herrmann and 
Jorik Elferink | 3 x 50 cards |  
15 x 12 cm | boxed set + 2 dice | 
€ 19.00 | ISBN 978 90 6369 524 8

NEWNEW 3rd
printing

2nd
printing

2nd
printing

5th
printing

8th
printing

2nd
printing

2nd
printing
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Play Van Abbe 
Edited by: Van Abbemuseum | 
2 x 30 cards in a box | 
14.5 x 7.5 x 5 cm | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 241 4 

Can You See What 
I See Memory 
Game 
Concept: Tineke Meirink |  
2 x 30 cards in a box |  
14.5 x 7.5 x 5 cm | € 15.00 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 299 5

You Are What You 
Eat Memory Game
Concept: Marije Vogelzang | 
2 x 25 cards in a box | 
14.5 x 7.5 x 4.5 cm | € 15.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 272 8

2nd
printing

2nd
printing
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Think Like a Designer, 
Don’t Act Like One
Auteur: Jeroep van Erp |  
160 pagina’s | 18 x 14 cm |  
paperback met flappen | € 12.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 494 4
EN ed.: ISBN 978 90 6369 485 2 

Think Like an Artist,  
Don’t Act Like One
Auteur: Koos de Wilt |  
160 pagina’s | 18 x 14 cm |  
paperback met flappen | € 12.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 476 0
EN ed: ISBN 978 90 6369 468 5

Think Like a Manager,  
Don’t Act Like One
Auteur: Harry Starren |  
160 pagina’s | 18 x 14 cm |  
paperback met flappen | € 12.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 385 5 |  
EN ed.: ISBN 978 90 6369 347 3 

Think Like a Lawyer, 
Don’t Act Like One
Auteur: Aernoud Bourdrez |  
160 pagina’s | 18 x 14 cm |  
paperback met flappen | € 12.90 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 308 4 |  
EN ed: ISBN 978 90 6369 307 7

Anthon Beeke
Concept: Lidewij Edelkoort | 
448 pagina’s | 27 x 21 cm |  
paperback met flappen | € 45.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 326 8 |  
EN ed.: ISBN 978 90 6369 330 5

Backlist Dutch titles

What Are They 
Saying About You?
Auteur: Frank Peters |  
144 pagina’s | 18 x 14 cm |  
paperback met flappen | € 12.95 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 407 4 |  
EN ed.: ISBN 978 90 6369 400 5 

Alles is  
Onderhandelen
Auteur: Geurt Jan de Heus |  
216 pagina’s | 19 x 24 cm |  
paperback met flappen | € 34.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 449 4 |  
EN ed.: ISBN 978 90 6369 431 9

Conceptdenken 
Ontwerp: Gaby Crucq-Toffolo en 
Sanne Knitel |  
304 pagina’s | 25 x 20 cm |  
paperback met flappen | € 34.00 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 320 6

één op één: De Essentie 
van Retail Branding en 
Design 
Auteur: Michel van Tongeren | 
240 pagina’s | 25 x 20 cm |  
€ 39.00 | ISBN 978 90 6369 306 0 |  
EN ed.: ISBN 978 90 6369 264 3 

Design My Privacy
Auteur: Tijmen Schep en  
het MOTI  |  
160 pagina’s | 18 x 12 cm |  
paperback | €12.00
ISBN 978 90 6369 447 0 |  
EN ed.: ISBN 978 90 6369 437 1

Handboek voor het 
leven als grafisch 
ontwerper
Auteur: Adrian Shaughnessy |  
176 pagina’s | 23 x 19 cm |  
softcover + flappen | € 29.90 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 252 0

Handboek voor het  
opzetten van een  
ontwerppraktijk
Auteur: Kitty de Jong e.a. |  
152 pagina’s | 23,8 x 17 cm |  
paperback | € 29.90 |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 318 3

3rd
printing

2nd
printing

3rd
printing

6th
printing
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Maak het met  
Kunstenaars
Auteurs: Rixt Hulshoff Pol en 
Hanna Piksen | 120 pagina’s |  
25 x 20 cm | hardcover |  
ISBN 978 90 6369 427 2 | € 17.90 |  
EN ed.: Create with Artists  
ISBN 978 90 6369 416 6

Het Grote Dilemma 
Op Dinsdag-Spel
Concept: Dilemma op Dinsdag |  
65 kaarten | 9,8 x 13,3 x 4 cm |  
€15.00 | ISBN: 978 90 6369 446 3 |   
EN ed.: ISBN 978 90 6369 424 1

Creative Chef
Auteur: Jasper Udink ten Cate |  
192 pagina’s | 25,4 x 20,8 cm | 
hardcover |  € 19.95 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 429 6 |  
EN ed.: ISBN 978 90 6369 414 2 

Red de Mens!
Auteurs: Mieke Gerritsen en  
Koert van Mensvoort | 160 pages |  
19 x 13 cm | hardcover | € 12.95 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 426 5 | 
EN ed.: ISBN 978 90 6369 401 2

Philographics
Auteur: Genis Carreras |  
208 pagina’s | 20 x 17 cm |  
paperback | € 19.90 | 
ISBN 978 90 6369 342 8 |  
EN ed.: ISBN 978 90 6369 341 1 

Backlist Dutch titles

6th
printing

2nd
printing
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How to contact us

General enquiries
BIS Publishers
Het Sieraad building
Postjesweg 1
1057 DT Amsterdam
T. +31 20 515 0230
E. bis@bispublishers.com
www.bispublishers.com

Publisher / 
Editorial submissions
Bionda Dias
E. bionda@bispublishers.com

Marketing
Sara van de Ven
E. sara@bispublishers.com

Academic
Marit Bohnenn
E. marit@bispublishers.com

Press / Publicity
Guen de Mello
E. press@bispublishers.com

Follow us here
www.bispublishers.com
www.issuu.com/bis_publishers
www.linkedin.com/company/bispublishers
www.facebook.com/bispublishers
www.instagram.com/bispublishers
www.twitter.com/bispublishers

Distribution 
details

The Netherlands
BIS Publishers 
Hedi de Zanger
M. +31 6 542 515 60
T. +31 20 515 0230
E. hedi@bispublishers.com

Belgium

Flanders/Brussels: 

Luster Publishers 
Hopland 33 4.2 
2000 Antwerp 
 
Tania Van de Vondel 
T. +32 474 88 49 68 
E. tania@lusterweb.com

Hilde Seys
T. +32 478 81 05 21
E. hilde@lusterweb.com

Wallonia:

ADYBOOKS
Rue de Rotterdam 20
400 Liège

André Delruelle
T. +32 475 32 94 16
E. andre.delruelle@adybooks.be

USA
Consortium Book Sales & Distribution
The Keg House
34 Thirteenth Avenue NE, Suite 101 
Minneapolis 
Minnesota 55413-1006
USA
T (+1) 800 283 3572
F (+1) 800 351 5073
www.cbsd.com
info@cbsd.com

Contact
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Rest of the world

BIS Publishers books are distributed  
throughout the rest of the world by  
Laurence King Publishing.

Sales Representation

UK

Key Accounts
Madeleine Ovenden
Head of UK Sales
Laurence King Publishing
361-373 City Road
London EC1V 1LR
T: 020 7841 6946
E: madeleine.ovenden@laurenceking.com

All other UK Accounts
Tabitha Ward
Director of Trade Sales
Abrams & Chronicle Books
Head Office
1st Floor, 1 West Smithfield 
London EC1A 9JU
T: 020 7713 2078
M: 07507 372 449
E: tward@abramsandchronicle.co.uk
 
Special Sales 
Sharon Gordon
Head of Special Sales
T: 020 7713 2062
M: 07538 811433
E: sgordon@abramsandchronicle.co.uk

Export Special Sales
Karina Boensoe
Export Special Sales Manager
E: kboensoe@abramsandchronicle.co.uk
M: +49 160 9129 1309 

EUROPE

France
Interart S.A.R.L.
1 rue de l’Est
75020 Paris
T : (1) 43 49 36 60
F: (1) 43 49 41 22
E: commercial@interart.fr

Spain, Italy, Portugal, Greece and Cyprus
Penny Padovani
T: + 39 0575 614338
E: penny@padovanibooks.com

Ireland
John Fitzpatrick
T: +353 87 2469859 
E: johnfitz.books@gmail.com

Austria, Germany and Switzerland
Max Erbe
Managing Director
Laurence King Verlag GmBH
Jablonskistraße 27
10405 Berlin
Germany
T: +49 030-21300640
E: max.erbe@laurencekingverlag.de

Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Iceland and Finland
Suzanne Bach-Marklund
Scandinavian Sales Manager
T: +45 (0) 278 920 07
E: Suzanne.bach-marklund@laurenceking.com

Middle East, Baltics and Eastern Europe
Kit Clothier
Middle East and Eastern Europe Sales  
Manager
T: +971 568238600
E: Kit.Clothier@laurenceking.com

Contact
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Africa

South Africa, Swaziland, Lesotho, Namibia, Bot-
swana and Zimbabwe
Peter Hyde Associates
5 & 7 Speke Street
(Corner Nelson Street)
Observatory 7925
Cape Town
T: (021) 447 5300
F: (021) 447 1430
E: noelene@peterhyde.co.za

ASIA

China (PRC), Hong Kong and Taiwan
Sheila Lo
Asia Sales Manager
T: 852-90238257
E: Sheila.lo@laurenceking.com

Jenny Wang 
Sales Manager, China
E: jenny.wang@laurenceking.com 

Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam, 
Laos, Myanmar and Cambodia
Santi Suntien
South East Asia Sales Manager
T: +66 98 2516582
E: santi.suntien@laurenceking.com

Japan
Tim Burland
T: 03-3424-8977
F: 03-3424-8977
E: tkburland@gmail.com

South Korea
Soohyun Jin 
INFORMATION AND CULTURE KOREA
T: 82-2-3141-4791
F: 82-2-3141-7733
E: cs.ick@ick.co.kr

Philippines and Micronesia
Tony P Sagun
CRW Marketing Services for Publishers, Inc
T: 632 584 8448 and 632 660 5480
F: 632 213 0651
E: tony.sagun@crwmarketing.net 

India, Nepal, Bangladesh and Bhutan
Kapil Kapoor
Roli Books
T +91 11 4068 2000
F + 91 11 2921 7185
E: kapilkapoor@rolibooks.com

AUSTRALASIA

Australia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea and 
the Pacific Islands
Thames & Hudson (Australia) Pty Ltd
11 Central Boulevard
Portside Business Park
Fisherman’s Bend
Victoria 3207
T: (03) 9646 7788
F: (03) 9646 8790
E: s.murray@thameshudson.com.au

SOUTH AMERICA

Nicolas Friedmann
Representaciones Editoriales 
Rbla. Badal 64 Ent. 1
08014 Barcelona
T. +34 637455006
T. +34 934217310
E. nicolasfriedmann@gmail.com
www.nicolasfriedmann.com

For all other territories,  
please contact:

Adrian Greenwood
Sales Director
Laurence King Publishing
361 – 373 City Road
London EC1V 1RL
T: +44 (0)20 7841 6900
E: adrian.greenwood@laurenceking.com 

Contact
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